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This revised and expanded edition of The Essential Rumi includes a new introduction by
Coleman Barks and more than 80 never-before-published poems.Through his lyrical
translations, Coleman Barks has been instrumental in bringing this exquisite literature to a
remarkably wide range of readers, making the ecstatic, spiritual poetry of thirteenth-century Sufi
Mystic Rumi more popular than ever.The Essential Rumi continues to be the bestselling of all
Rumi books, and the definitive selection of his beautiful, mystical poetry.

From Library JournalThis anthology of the work of 50 African American poets complements co-
editors Harper and Walton's Every Shut Eye Ain't Asleep (LJ 12/93), which showcased 35 recent
African American poets. Included in chronological order here are over two centuries of poets,
from Jupitor Hammon (1720-1800) to Reginald Shepherd (b.1963). Critical opinions in the
headnotes are more persuasive and sweeping than the brief notes of the earlier one. For
example, the editors argue that Sterling Brown's "body of poetry" is one of the greatest produced
by an American in this century and that Robert Hayden has "amassed a nearly flawless
collection of poems regarded as among the finest by an American of this century." Such
assessment should bring into sharper focus the importance of issues like "belonging," dialect,
identity, and race in a multiethnic society. More than ever, one sees that African American poetry
essentially begins with Paul Laurence Dunbar (1872-1906), whose pioneering poetry ("different
voicings") endures. That so few African American poets before Dunbar's era were allowed to
achieve "voice and freedom" is a tragic waste. The editors' eloquent, outspoken vision provides
a springboard for further examination of what constitutes the mainstream of American poetry.-
Frank Allen, Northampton Community Coll., Tannersville, PA Copyright 2000 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From BooklistAfter the triumph of their last editorial collaboration, Every Shut
Eye Ain't Asleep: An Anthology of Poetry by African Americans since 1945 (1994), poets Harper
and Walton have teamed up again, this time to select the best of two centuries of African
American poetry. In their introduction, they write that if there is a single, overarching theme
shared by the 52 poets gathered here, it is the "quest for identity and a belonging that will not
compromise the self," a crucial search that continues unabated as racial inequality persists. The
most haunting works are those written by slaves, such as George Moses Horton and Frances E.
W. Harper, who wrote that slaveowners "tried to hide / Book learning from our eyes; / Knowledge
didn't agree with slavery--/ 'Twould make us all too wise." So she and others taught themselves,
and their bid for spiritual, intellectual, emotional, and artistic freedom has found fruition in every
poet who followed on that long, long road to justice, from Sterling A. Brown to Toi Derricotte,
Elizabeth Alexander, and Reginald Shepherd. Donna SeamanFrom the Inside FlapIn The
Vintage Book of African American Poetry, editors Michael S. Harper and Anthony Walton



present the definitive collection of black verse in the United States--200 years of vision, struggle,
power, beauty, and triumph from 52 outstanding poets.From the neoclassical stylings of slave-
born Phillis Wheatley to the wistful lyricism of Paul Lawrence Dunbar . . . the rigorous wisdom of
Gwendolyn Brooks...the chiseled modernism of Robert Hayden...the extraordinary prosody of
Sterling A. Brown...the breathtaking, expansive narratives of Rita Dove...the plaintive rhapsodies
of an imprisoned Elderidge Knight . . . The postmodern artistry of Yusef Komunyaka. Here, too,
is a landmark exploration of lesser-known artists whose efforts birthed the Harlem Renaissance
and the Black Arts movements--and changed forever our national literature and the course of
America itself.Meticulously researched, thoughtfully structured, The Vintage Book of African-
American Poetry is a collection of inestimable value to students, educators, and all those
interested in the ever-evolving tradition that is American poetry.From the Back CoverIn The
Vintage Book of African American Poetry, editors Michael S. Harper and Anthony Walton
present the definitive collection of black verse in the United States--200 years of vision, struggle,
power, beauty, and triumph from 52 outstanding poets.From the neoclassical stylings of slave-
born Phillis Wheatley to the wistful lyricism of Paul Lawrence Dunbar . . . the rigorous wisdom of
Gwendolyn Brooks...the chiseled modernism of Robert Hayden...the extraordinary prosody of
Sterling A. Brown...the breathtaking, expansive narratives of Rita Dove...the plaintive rhapsodies
of an imprisoned Elderidge Knight . . . The postmodern artistry of Yusef Komunyaka. Here, too, is
a landmark exploration of lesser-known artists whose efforts birthed the Harlem Renaissance
and the Black Arts movements--and changed forever our national literature and the course of
America itself.Meticulously researched, thoughtfully structured, The Vintage Book of African-
American Poetry is a collection of inestimable value to students, educators, and all those
interested in the ever-evolving tradition that is American poetry.About the AuthorMichael S.
Harper has twice been nominated for the National Book Award. He is University Professor,
Brown University, and lives in Providence, Rhode Island.Anthony Walton is the recipient of a
1998 Whiting Writer's Award. He lives in Brunswick, Maine.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved."The Slave's Complaint"by George Moses Horton (1797?-1883?)Am I sadly
cast aside,On misfortune's rugged tide?Will the world my pains deride Forever?Must I dwell
in Slavery's night,And all pleasure take its flight,Far beyond my feeble sight, Forever?Worst
of all, must hope grow dim,And withhold her cheering beam?Rather let me sleep and
dream Forever!Something still my heart surveys,Groping through this dreary maze;Is it
Hope?--they burn and blaze Forever!Leave me not a wretch confined,Altogether lame and
blind--Unto gross despair consigned, Forever!Heaven! in whom can I confide?Canst thou
not for all provide?Condescend to be my guide Forever:And when this transient life shall
end,Oh, may some kind, eternal friendBid me from servitude ascend, Forever!"Learning to
Read"by Frances E.W. Harper (1825-1911)Very soon the Yankee teachers Came down and set
up school;But, oh! how the Rebs did hate it,-- It was agin' their rule.Our masters always tried to
hide Book learning from our eyes;Knowledge didn't agree with slavery-- 'Twould make us all
too wise.But some of us would try to steal A little from the book,And put the words



together, And learn by hook or crook.I remember Uncle Caldwell, Who took pot-liquor fatAnd
greased the pages of his book, And hid it in his hat.And had his master ever seen The leaves
upon his head,He'd have thought them greasy papers, But nothing to be read.And there was
Mr. Turner's Ben, Who heard the children spell,And picked the words right up by heart, And
learned to read 'em well.Well, the Northern folks kept sending The Yankee teachers down;And
they stood right up and helped us, Though Rebs did sneer and frown.And, I longed to read my
Bible, For precious words it said;But when I begun to learn it, Folks just shook their heads,And
said there is no use trying, Oh! Chloe, you're too late;But as I was rising sixty, I had no time to
wait.So I got a pair of glasses, And straight to work I went,And never stopped till I could
read The hymns and Testament.Then I got a little cabin-- A place to call my own--And I felt as
independent As the queen upon her throne.George Moses Horton (1797?-1883?), author of
"The Slave's Complaint"George Moses Horton, at his best, was a poet of daring intensity and
vast ambition. Born about 1797 in Northhampton County, North Carolina, he was a slave for
most of his life, until Emancipation in 1865. Horton, who taught himself to read, found his way
into the hearts of many unwitting belles of North Carolina through his selling of personalized love
lyrics to students at nearby Chapel Hill. He furthered his education by borrowing what books he
could from these students.Many of Horton's best poems concern the topic of slavery. His "On
Hearing of the Intention of a Gentleman to Purchase the Poet's Freedom," "On Liberty and
Slavery," and "The Slave's Complaint" examine the slave's position in clean and learned verses.
"George Moses Horton, Myself" captures in its paced, cool contemplativeness and terse lyrics
some of the unresolved strivings of the poet.Horton had hoped to purchase his freedom with the
sales of his first book of poems, The Hope of Liberty (published in Raleigh in 1829), the first full
volume of verse published by an African American since Phillis Wheatley's some thirty years
before. But he fell short of this goal, living instead through three generations of Horton
ownership.The Hope of Liberty was reissued in 1837 in Philadelphia under the title Poems by a
Slave. Horton's second volume, Naked Genius, came to print in 1865, the year in which he
escaped to the Northern infantry then occupying Raleigh. Little was heard of Horton after this
point, and it is generally assumed that he lived the remainder of his life in Philadelphia, where he
died in about 1883.Frances E. W. Harper (1825-1911), author of "Learning to Read"Frances
Ellen Watkins Harper was born free in Baltimore in 1825. By the time of her death in 1911, she
had become almost an institution in both literary and political circles. Harper used what seems to
have been a tireless energy to publish countless poems, articles, essays, and novels examining
both racial and gender division among Americans. Often thought of as the inaugural "protest
poet," she presented her themes in graceful rhetoric, skillful metaphor, allusion, and allegory,
embracing the demands of her craft along with the exigencies of the social moment.Harper
worked ably and extensively in her lifetime with the Underground Railroad, the Maine Anti-
Slavery Society, the Women's Christian Temperance movement, the African Methodist
Episcopal Church, the American Equal Rights Association, the Universal Peace Union, the
National Council of Women, and the National Association of Colored Women. Her Poems on



Miscellaneous Subjects was published in 1854, with a preface by William Lloyd Garrison. This
volume proved so popular that it went through over twenty reprints in the author's lifetime.Harper
was also the author of Moses: A Story of the Nile, published in 1869, Poems in 1871, and
Sketches of Southern Life in 1873. Iola Leroy, one of the more widely read novels written by an
African American of the nineteenth century, was published in 1893.Read more
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Dedicationfor the compassionate heart within the mind, the light within the body,for the sun.
Shams of Tabriz, and Bawa MuhaiyaddeenContentsDedicationIntroduction to the New
EditionOn RumiA Note on the Organization of This Book1. The Tavern: Whoever Brought Me
Here Will Have to Take Me HomeON THE TAVERNWho Says Words with My Mouth?We Have a
Huge Barrel of Wine …A Community of the SpiritThere’s a Strange Frenzy in my Head …Drunks
Fear the Police …A Children’s GameGone, inner and outer …The wine we really drink …The
Many WinesSpecial PlatesBurnt KabobThe New RuleThis that is tormented …2. Bewilderment: I
Have Five Things to SayON BEWILDERMENTI Have Five Things to SayActs of
HelplessnessSaladin’s Begging BowlLate, by myself…Does sunset sometimes look …Be
Melting SnowThe Fragile VialWhere Are We?The Friend comes into my body …There is a light
seed grain …Do you think I know…3. Emptiness and Silence: The Night AirON SILENCEThe
Reed Flute’s SongA Thirsty FishEnough Words?This World Which Is Made of Our Love for
EmptinessQuietnessSanaiA Just-Finishing CandleCraftsmanship and
EmptinessEmptinessWhen you are with everyone but me …No FlagThe Food SackThe Night
AirOnly BreathThere is a way between voice…4. Spring Giddiness: Stand in the Wake of This
Chattering and Grow AiryON SPRING GIDDINESSSpringWhere Everything Is MusicA Great
WagonToday, like every other day …Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing…The breeze at dawn …I
would love to kiss you …Daylight, full of small dancing particles …They try to say what you are …
Come to the orchard in Spring …Spring Is ChristShreds of SteamThe SteambathThe Ground
Cries OutUnfold Your Own MythNot a Day on Any CalendarFlutes for DancingThe Shape of My
TongueThe GrassesThe Sheikh Who Played with ChildrenLet the lover be disgraceful…All day
and night, music … 465. Feeling Separation: Don’t Come Near MeON SEPARATIONSometimes
I Forget CompletelyA Man and a Woman ArguingA night full of talking that hurts …An Empty
GarlicThe Diver’s Clothes Lying Empty …Red ShirtMy Worst HabitDon’t let your throat tighten …
Dissolver of sugar …Pale sunlight…6. Controlling the Desire-Body: How Did You Kill Your
Rooster, Husam?ON THE DESIRE-BODYSexual Urgency, What a Woman’s Laughter Can Do,
and the Nature of True VirilityTattooing in QazwinThe Center of the FireSomeone who goes with
half a loaf…The mystery does not get clearer …Muhammad and the Huge
EaterFastingBismillahWean YourselfAfter the MeditationThe Dog in the DoorwayThe light you
give off…Tending Two ShopsThink that you’re gliding out…7. Sohbet: Meetings on the
RiverbankON SOHBETTalking in the NightTalking Through the DoorA Mouse and a FrogThe
Long StringThe Force of FriendshipThe VigilTwo FriendsThe Servant Who Loved His
PrayersImra’u ‘l-QaysAll Rivers at OnceThe Blocked RoadA Babbling ChildWho sees inside
from outside?…Constant ConversationBonfire at MidnightIn Between StoriesThe QuestionThe
MusicI saw you last night in the gathering …The TentFriend, our closeness is this …Listen to
presences …8. Being a Lover: The Sunrise RubyON BEING A LOVERThe Sunrise RubyWater
from Your SpringYou Sweep the FloorEach NoteGranite and WineglassBuoyancyMusic



MasterWhen I am with you …The minute I heard my first love story …We are the mirror as well
as the face …I want to hold you close …Someone Digging in the GroundThe Phrasing Must
ChangeThe Guest House9. The Pickaxe: Getting to the Treasure Beneath the FoundationON
THE PICKAXEWho Makes These Changes?Why Wine Is ForbiddenOn Resurrection DayThe
Dream That Must Be InterpretedThe PickaxeZikrThe Core of MasculinityI honor those who try …
Dervish at the Door10 Art as Flirtation with Surrender: Wanting New Silk Harp StringsON
FLIRTATIONOmar and the Old PoetAn Egypt That Doesn’t ExistChinese Art and Greek ArtIn
your light I learnDrumsound rises on the air…Are you jealous of the ocean’s generosity?…11.
Union: Gnats Inside the WindON UNIONGnats Inside the WindMeadowsoundsAyaz and the
King’s PearlPut This Design in Your CarpetHallajWe ThreeI am filled with you …12. The Sheikh: I
Have Such a TeacherON THE SHEIKHChickpea to CookI Have Such a TeacherSublime
GenerosityLike ThisA BowlWaxNo Room for FormChildhood FriendsThe Mouse and the
CamelThese gifts from the Friend …The Lame Goat13. Recognizing Elegance: Your
Reasonable FatherON ELEGANCEFather ReasonA craftsman pulled a reed …Humble living
does not diminish …New Moon, HilalBody IntelligenceThe Seed Market14. The Howling
Necessity: Cry Out in Your WeaknessON HOWLINGLove DogsCry Out in Your WeaknessThe
Debtor SheikhYou that come to birth …15. Teaching Stories: How the Unseen World WorksON
THE UNSEENNasuhMoses and the ShepherdJoy at Sudden DisappointmentIf the beloved is
everywhere …Story Water16. Rough Metaphors: More Teaching StoriesON
ROUGHNESSRough MetaphorsBirdwingsI Come Before DawnCheckmateAn Awkward
ComparisonTwo Kinds of IntelligenceTwo Ways of RunningThe Importance of
GourdcraftingBreadmaking17. Solomon Poems: The Far MosqueON SOLOMONSheba’s Gifts
to SolomonSolomon to ShebaSheba’s HesitationSheba’s ThroneSolomon’s Crooked CrownThe
Far MosqueA bird delegation came to Solomon …18. The Three Fish: Gamble Everything for
LoveON GAMBLINGIf you want what visible reality …Gamble everything…In a boat down a fast-
running creek …The Three FishSend the Chaperones AwayWhen I remember your love …All
our lives we’ve looked …The Gift of Water19. Jesus Poems: The Population of the WorldON
JESUSI called through your door …Jesus on the Lean DonkeyWhat Jesus Runs Away
FromChrist is the population …There’s Nothing Ahead20. In Baghdad, Dreaming of Cairo: More
Teaching StoriesON BAGHDADIn Baghdad, Dreaming of Cairo: In Cairo, Dreaming of
BaghdadDying, LaughingHuman HonestyDalqak’s MessageThe Cat and the MeatSheikh
Kharraqani and His Wretched WifeThe Snake-Catcher and the Frozen SnakePolishing the
MirrorAli in Battle21. Beginning and End: The Stories That Frame the MathnawiON THE
FRAMEThe King and the Handmaiden and the DoctorThe Three Brothers and the Chinese
Princess22. Green Ears Everywhere: Children Running ThroughON CHILDREN RUNNING
THROUGHI used to be shy …Green EarsBirdsong brings relief…The way of love is not…Let
your throat-songI have phrases and whole pages …You’ve so distracted me …I’m Not Saying
This RightThe Least FigureI reach for a piece of wood …23. Being Woven: Communal
PracticeON BEING WOVENOf Being WovenThe WaterwheelThe Granary FloorA Song About a



DonkeyElephant in the Dark24. Wished-For Song: Secret PracticesON SECRECYA Wished-For
SongA Basket of Fresh BreadWhen We Pray AloneOne Who Wraps HimselfDeliberationThe
Private BanquetWe are the night ocean …Which is worth more, a crowd …25. Majesty: This We
Have NowON MAJESTYThis We Have NowThe Visions of DaquqiThe Worm’s WakingThe
FreshnessJudge a Moth by the Beauty of Its CandleThe morning wind spreads…Slave, be
aware …26. Evolutionary Intelligence: Say I Am YouON EVOLVINGA Dove in the EavesWe have
this way of talking …This piece of food …In the slaughterhouse of love …The Witness, the
DarlingIn the Arc of Your MalletUnmarked BoxesThe Milk of MillenniaThe You PronounBirdsong
from Inside the EggSay I Am You27. The Turn: Dance in Your BloodON THE TURNInside water,
a waterwheel…You have said what you are …A secret turning in usThis moment this love comes
to rest…Keep walking, though there’s no place …Walk to the well…I circle your nest…No better
love than love …Some nights stay up …I am so small…When you feel your lips …The sun is
love …Something opens our wings …Held like this …I stand up, and this one of me …I have
lived on the lip …Real value comes with madness …Dance, when you’re broken open …28. A
New Section: The Pistachio PassportFROM THE SHAMSA GivenA Mystic and a
DrunkCloudsSo Recklessly ExposedThese Exhaling SoundsIn PrisonA Ripe FigDaybreakStart
Your Lives OverWith You Here BetweenThe Deepest RestAs Ripeness ComesDark
SweetnessStingy AloeswoodLocked Out of LifeA WinkSweet OutlawsWind That Tastes of Bread
and SaltA Bit of EmbroideryFlood ResidueAn Understanding of the QuestionThe Wine Vat’s
LidTo Say How I AmYour Old Aunt and UncleThe Buddhist SufiA Cave Where Shams of Tabriz
Is RestingA GrapeBasra DatesLies from Each OtherA Cleared SiteInfinitesimal DustYour First
EyesA Frog Deep in the PresenceUp to the NeckMore of What We SayNo Need to AskWhat
Would I Be?MarchShuttlesLimb-ShadowsDrumThe Other ThingThe Oldest Thirst There IsWhy
Am I So Blessed?Farther and Farther from ZeroThe Elegance of the ErmineA Two-Headed
ThingA LanternThe Drunken GnatSpoken ThingsHow Finite Minds Most Want to BeHow Should
Someone Drawn to You Act?The Reed Flute’s WorkThree QuatrainsFROM THE MASNAVIA
King Inside Who ListensMorning Water and a PoetThe Eleventh PrisonWe Leave Off the
EndingsAn Edge of FoamHow We Move in GraceA Dumb ExperimentA Pilgrimage to a PersonA
Sigh of GrievingThrough the Low GateThe King’s Lead-CamelA Dying DogProse Preface to
Book VOne Strong Brushstroke DownRefuse the First PlateBackpainThe Uses of FearTown and
CountrySweet-Talked into ConnectionInklingsAyaz and the Thirty CourtiersThe Well of Sacred
TextOcean LoveHand Above Hand Above HandThe Freedom of a PlaceLove and I
TalkingNotesA Note on These Translations and a Few RecipesReferencesIndex of Titles and
First LinesBooks by Coleman BarksCopyrightAbout the Publisher Introduction to the New
EditionI am very grateful for the response this book has had since its publication in 1995 and for
the opportunity to add a gift of eighty-one new, never-published-anywhere, poems to this re-
issue of The Essential Rumi. I don’t tire of working on Rumi’s poetry. It keeps unfolding its
wisdom as I grow more open to what is given.We cannot say much about love at first sight. It
happens, and we live in the wake of a new life. Dante and Beatrice. Rumi and Shams. It’s a



different level of soul-connecting, of course, but I have wondered why, on first looking into
Arberry’s Rumi, I felt such an opening of my heart, a sense of reckless longing, an expansion of
my sense of what’s possible in a poem, and in a life. Carl Jung would say that I encountered a
form, or an expression, of my anima.Twenty-eight years afterward I would claim that I felt the wild
presence of Shams. Rumi acknowledges Shams as the source of the big red book of ghazals
(odes) and rubai (quatrains) he calls The Works of Shams of Tabriz. Some refer to it simply as
The Shams. Part of the love-mystery explored in Rumi’s poetry is how presences flow together,
evolve, and create in tandem. The heart is a river, and I felt the motion of it in their friendship.
Rumi’s ghazals intend to restore the conversation they engaged in. In their grief and joy the
poems do that, even at this distance and even after having endured the indignity and betrayal of
translation. Whatever the attraction was in 1976, it was not scholarly curiosity. His poems have
never been for me, or for most readers, museum curios from the thirteenth century. They are
food and drink, nourishment for the part that is hungry for what they give. Call it soul.I used to be
uncomfortable using words like soul and heart, and I still am. They seem imprecise, loaded with
churchy schmaltz and ministerial ease, to say nothing of their dilution in popular culture. But now
I feel like I can say so little about anything that I may as well flail about with stage props. I even
feel myself edging toward that dry modifier, metaphysical. Bliss, though, is still off-limits, as in
blissed out.But consider emptiness. Rumi loves the image of a cleared site, a scoured place
where a village was before the flood erased all trace. An absence where everything becomes
essential, each sound distinct and bare, and clear. Emptiness is what we hear in an old blues
singer or a jazz soloist. Rumi calls it the grief that lovers feel. He suggests that word-men be
quiet and listen for that. His poems help us feel what living in the ruins is like, in the blank state of
knowing nothing, of loving one we do not know and have never met, yet who is deeply familiar.
Heartbroken, wandering, wordless, lost, and ecstatic for no reason. It’s the psychic space his
poems inhabit.Longing is a shape for this emptiness. In a ghazal by Jelaluddin Rumi love is
nakedly exposed and restless like a mountain creek, like sunlight moving around a winter room.
Emptiness is where his sama leads us, sama being the deep listening to poetry and its surround
of music and movement. Within sama one remembers the dissolution of the ego and the non-
attachment of the heart. Rumi explores many images for this place, presence, this unnameable
state.The empty heart as revealed in Rumi’s odes is a composite experience of many valences—
praise, complaint, majesty, stubbornness, generosity, splendor, bitterness, hesitation, and union.
The poems were very new to me in 1976. They did not care about understanding, or
memorializing, a moment. Mind and personality were barely there—vague, dissolving
paradigms. The poems lived free of purpose, free of time and space in a kind of pure sailing.In
those first months of discovering Rumi I would go down after teaching to the Bluebird Restaurant
in Athens, Georgia, and have tea. Sitting there in the late fall afternoon, working with Arberry’s
scholarly translations, was such a relief after making sense all day. This poetry could not
possibly be explicated! I loved the unpredictable spontaneity, the push-pull of great tenderness
and great loneliness, of living beyond psychology, of drifting at ease inside the unsayable.



Sometimes the poems seemed to take place on the porch of a madhouse. They stepped out of
the normal with an almost inhuman energy. Other times they felt exhausted.No one can say what
such friendship is. In the commingling I heard a voice saying something close to my own sense
of failure, joy, grief, ecstasy. Why is it so difficult to say the content of Rumi’s ghazals? I feel
happy inside them, continuous, whole, in the simplicity of just taking in sunlight, no pretext, no
excuse, empty in the present moment.The Hebrew word, makom, refers to the sacred as a
location. One can live in the heart. Rumi’s odes speak from there and invite us in as though to a
galactic residence of inferiority. I felt drawn to the vast beauty of that.Because of these troubles
we are living in, I want to call attention again to Rumi’s role as a bridge between religions and
cultures. Everyone knows the story of how representatives from all faiths came to his funeral. His
presence and his poetry was, and is, inclusive, allied with the impulse to praise and recognize
every being and every moment as sacred. Interfaith hardly reaches the depth of his connecting.
Rumi speaks from the clear bead at the center.The religions of the world are luminous in their
individuality, and they have valuable social and soulmaking functions. Surely someday we will
quit killing each other over their different strategies. But let us be honest. I have no hope, nor do
you, that the Middle East warring (or anywhere else) will stop in this lifetime or in our
grandchildren’s. No hope. But perhaps hope is overrated. Who needs it. Let us continue on with
our battered guidon, which has no recognizable insignia. As Whitman advises us in the 1855
preface to Leaves of Grass:Argue not concerning God,… re-examine all you have been told at
church or school or in any book, dismiss whatever insults your soul….I say that the exclusivity of
most of the organized religions does insult the soul. We must be open enough to assimilate the
insights of indigenous cultures as well as those of the Abrahamic religions, to glory in the clarity
of Rinzai and Bodhidharma as well as that of the dreamtime drawings. Joseph Campbell
teaches us this. It feels mean-spirited and academic to dismiss as “syncretic” Rumi’s healing
universal tolerance. His place among world religions is as a dissolver of boundaries. He is the
ocean that acknowledges oneness (the seawater) over the multiplicity of waves (our individual
circumstances).Mystical poetry can be a subject for study, but in its essential nature it is not
something to locate or describe within a cultural context. It is a way to open the heart, as a Sufi
master, or any enlightened being, is a door to the radiant depth of the self.I obviously am not
trying to place Rumi in his thirteenth century locus. That is fine work, and I am grateful for those
who do it. My more grandiose project is to free his text into its essence.I went to Konya for the
first time in 1984. I went alone and somehow managed to lose my passport. I’m not sure how I
checked into the Seljuk Hotel without it, but I did. It was early evening. I walked to Shams’ tomb
and then to Rumi’s, the way you are supposed to. Ambling back on the main street, I came upon
a visionary nutcart, lit with glorious lanterns and heaped with perfect pyramids of every kind of
nut in elegant wooden compartments. I bought a quarter’s worth, which turned out to be a
newspaper cone full of pistachios. Wonderful, impossible abundance. As I walked into the hotel,
a crowd of men were sitting in rows on sofas watching the television. There were no sets in the
rooms then. One of them shouted Bul Duc! Then they all chimed in randomly, laughing, bul duc,



bul duc. It means “I found it” in Turkish. Eureka. It was also the name of the hotel in Ankara that I
had stayed in the previous night. They had found my passport at the I Found It Hotel. The
appropriate ceremony occurred to me at once. Beginning at the front right, I went from row to
row in the darkened hotel lobby bowing to each and holding out the newspaper spiral, Please.
The light green nut, the pistache American. So in that spirit, this new Essential. Take as much as
you want. It will go around.Coleman BarksDecember 17, 2003Athens, Georgia On
RumiPersians and Afghanis call Rumi “Jelaluddin Balkhi.” He was born September 30, 1207, in
Balkh, Afghanistan, which was then part of the Persian empire. The name Rumi means “from
Roman Anatolia.” He was not known by that name, of course, until after his family, fleeing the
threat of the invading Mongol armies, emigrated to Konya, Turkey, sometime between 1215 and
1220. His father, Bahauddin Walad, was a theologian and jurist and a mystic of uncertain
lineage. Bahauddin Walad’s Maarif, a collection of notes, diarylike remarks, sermons, and
strange accounts of visionary experiences, has shocked most of the conventional scholars who
have tried to understand them. He shows a startlingly sensual freedom in stating his union with
God. Rumi was instructed in his father’s secret inner life by a former student of his father,
Burhanuddin Mahaqqiq. Burhan and Rumi also studied Sanai and Attar. At his father’s death
Rumi took over the position of sheikh in the dervish learning community in Konya. His life seems
to have been a fairly normal one for a religious scholar—teaching, meditating, helping the poor—
until in the late fall of 1244 when he met a stranger who put a question to him. That stranger was
the wandering dervish, Shams of Tabriz, who had traveled throughout the Middle East searching
and praying for someone who could “endure my company.” A voice came, “What will you give in
return?” “My head!” “The one you seek is Jelaluddin of Konya.”The question Shams spoke made
the learned professor faint to the ground. We cannot be entirely certain of the question, but
according to the most reliable account Shams asked who was greater, Muhammad or Bestami,
for Bestami had said, “How great is my glory,” whereas Muhammad had acknowledged in his
prayer to God, “We do not know You as we should.”Rumi heard the depth out of which the
question came and fell to the ground. He was finally able to answer that Muhammad was
greater, because Bestami had taken one gulp of the divine and stopped there, whereas for
Muhammad the way was always unfolding. There are various versions of this encounter, but
whatever the facts, Shams and Rumi became inseparable. Their Friendship is one of the
mysteries. They spent months together without any human needs, transported into a region of
pure conversation. This ecstatic connection caused difficulties in the religious community.
Rumi’s students felt neglected. Sensing the trouble, Shams disappeared as suddenly as he had
appeared. Annemarie Schimmel, a scholar immersed for forty years in the works of Rumi, thinks
that it was at this first disappearance that Rumi began the transformation into a mystical artist.
“He turned into a poet, began to listen to music, and sang, whirling around, hour after hour.”Word
came that Shams was in Damascus. Rumi sent his son, Sultan Velad, to Syria to bring his Friend
back to Konya. When Rumi and Shams met for the second time, they fell at each other’s feet, so
that “no one knew who was lover and who the beloved.” Shams stayed in Rumi’s home and was



married to a young girl who had been brought up in the family. Again the long mystical
conversation (sohbet) began, and again the jealousies grew.On the night of December 5, 1248,
as Rumi and Shams were talking, Shams was called to the back door. He went out, never to be
seen again. Most likely, he was murdered with the connivance of Rumi’s son, Allaedin; if so,
Shams indeed gave his head for the privilege of mystical Friendship.The mystery of the Friend’s
absence covered Rumi’s world. He himself went out searching for Shams and journeyed again
to Damascus. It was there that he realized,Why should I seek? I am the same ashe. His essence
speaks through me.I have been looking for myself!The union became complete. There was full
fana, annihilation in the Friend. Shams was writing the poems. Rumi called the huge collection of
his odes and quatrains The Works of Shams of Tabriz.After Shams’s death and Rumi’s merging
with him, another companion was found, Saladin Zarkub, the goldsmith. Saladin became the
Friend to whom Rumi addressed his poems, not so fierily as to Shams, but with quiet
tenderness. When Saladin died, Husam Chelebi, Rumi’s scribe and favorite student, assumed
this role. Rumi claimed that Husam was the source, the one who understood the vast, secret
order of the Mathnawi, that great work that shifts so fantastically from theory to folklore to jokes
to ecstatic poetry. For the last twelve years of his life, Rumi dictated the six volumes of this
master-work to Husam. He died on December 17, 1273. A Note on the Organization of This
BookThe design of this book is meant to confuse scholars who would divide Rumi’s poetry into
the accepted categories: the quatrains (rubaiyat) and odes (ghazals) of the Divan, the six books
of the Mathnawi, the discourses, the letters, and the almost unknown Six Sermons. The mind
wants categories, but Rumi’s creativity was a continuous fountaining from beyond forms and the
mind, or as the sufis say, from a mind within the mind, the qalb, which is a great compassionate
generosity.The twenty-eight divisions here are faint and playful palimpsests spread over Rumi’s
imagination. Poems easily splash over, slide from one overlay to another. The unity behind,
La’illaha il’Allahu (“there’s no reality but God; there is only God”), is the one substance the other
subheadings float within at various depths. If one actually selected an “essential” Rumi, it would
be the zikr, the remembering that everything is God. Likewise, the titles of the poems are
whimsical. Rumi’s individual poems in Persian have no titles. His collection of quatrains and
odes is called The Works of Shams of Tabriz (Divani Shamsi Tabriz). The six books of poetry he
dictated to his scribe, Husam Chelebi, are simply titled Spiritual Couplets (Mathnawi), or
sometimes he refers to them as The Book of Husam. The wonderfully goofy title of the
discourses, In It What’s in It (Fihi Ma Fihi), may mean “what’s in the Mathnawi is in this too,” or it
may be the kind of hands-thrown-up gesture it sounds like.All of which makes the point that
these poems are not monumental in the Western sense of memorializing moments; they are not
discrete entities but a fluid, continuously self-revising, self-interrupting medium. They are not so
much about anything as spoken from within something. Call it enlightenment, ecstatic love,
spirit, soul, truth, the ocean of ilm (divine luminous wisdom), or the covenant of alast (the original
agreement with God). Names do not matter. Some resonance of ocean resides in everyone.
Rumi’s poetry can be felt as a salt breeze from that, traveling inland.These poems were created,



not in packets and batches of art, but as part of a constant, practical, and mysterious discourse
Rumi was having with a dervish learning community. The focus changed from stern to ecstatic,
from everyday to esoteric, as the needs of the group arose. Poetry and music and movement
were parts of that communal and secretly individual work of opening hearts and exploring the
mystery of union with the divine. The form of this collection means to honor the variety and
simultaneity of that mystical union.Most of the facts, dates, and chew-toys for the intellect are
stashed in the Notes.Rumi puts a prose prayer at the beginning of each book of the Mathnawi.
Here’s the blessing he gives before Book IV.Praise to Early-Waking GrieversIn the name of God
the Most Merciful, and the Most Compassionate.This is the fourth journey toward home, toward
where the great advantages are waiting for us. Reading it, mystics will feel very happy, as a
meadow feels when it hears thunder, the good news of rain coming, as tired eyes look forward to
sleeping. Joy for the spirit, health for the body. In here is what genuine devotion wants,
refreshment, sweet fruit ripe enough for the pickiest picker, medicine, detailed directions on how
to get to the Friend. All praise to God. Here is the way to renew connection with your soul, and
rest from difficulties. The study of this book will be painful to those who feel separate from God. It
will make the others grateful. In the hold of this ship is a cargo not found in the attractiveness of
young women. Here is a reward for lovers of God. A full moon and an inheritance you thought
you had lost are now returned to you. More hope for the hopeful, lucky finds for foragers,
wonderful things thought of to do. Anticipation after depression, expanding after contraction. The
sun comes out, and that light is what we give, in this book, to our spiritual descendants. Our
gratitude to God holds them to us, and brings more besides. As the Andalusian poet, Adi al-
Riga, says,I was sleeping, and being comfortedby a cool breeze, when suddenly a gray
dovefrom a thicket sang and sobbed with longing,and reminded me of my own passion.I had
been away from my own soul so long,so late-sleeping, but that dove’s cryingwoke me and made
me cry. Praiseto all early-waking grievers!Some go first, and others come long afterward. God
blesses both and all in the line, and replaces what has been consumed, and provides for those
who work the soil of helpfulness, and blesses Muhammad and Jesus and every other
messenger and prophet. Amen, and may the Lord of all created beings bless you.1 The
Tavern:Whoever Brought Me Here Will Have to Take Me HomeON THE TAVERNIn the tavern
are many wines—the wine of delight in color and form and taste, the wine of the intellect’s agility,
the fine port of stories, and the cabernet of soul singing. Being human means entering this place
where entrancing varieties of desire are served. The grapeskin of ego breaks and a pouring
begins. Fermentation is one of the oldest symbols for human transformation. When grapes
combine their juice and are closed up together for a time in a dark place, the results are
spectacular. This is what lets two drunks meet so that they don’t know who is who. Pronouns no
longer apply in the tavern’s mud-world of excited confusion and half-articulated wantings.But
after some time in the tavern, a point comes, a memory of elsewhere, a longing for the source,
and the drunks must set off from the tavern and begin the return. The Qur’an says, “We are all
returning.” The tavern is a kind of glorious hell that human beings enjoy and suffer and then push



off from in their search for truth. The tavern is a dangerous region where sometimes disguises
are necessary, but never hide your heart, Rumi urges. Keep open there. A breaking apart, a
crying out into the street, begins in the tavern, and the human soul turns to find its way home.It’s
4 A.M. Nasruddin leaves the tavern and walks the town aimlessly. A policeman stops him. “Why
are you out wandering the streets in the middle of the night?” “Sir,” replies Nasruddin, “if I knew
the answer to that question, I would have been home hours ago!”WHO SAYS WORDS WITH MY
MOUTH?All day I think about it, then at night I say it.Where did I come from, and what am I
supposed to be doing?I have no idea.My soul is from elsewhere, I’m sure of that,and I intend to
end up there.This drunkenness began in some other tavern.When I get back around to that
place,I’ll be completely sober. Meanwhile,I’m like a bird from another continent, sitting in this
aviary.The day is coming when I fly off,but who is it now in my ear who hears my voice?Who
says words with my mouth?Who looks out with my eyes? What is the soul?I cannot stop
asking.If I could taste one sip of an answer,I could break out of this prison for drunks.I didn’t
come here of my own accord, and I can’t leave that way.Whoever brought me here will have to
take me home.This poetry. I never know what I’m going to say.I don’t plan it.When I’m outside the
saying of it,I get very quiet and rarely speak at all.We have a huge barrel of wine, but no
cups.That’s fine with us. Every morningwe glow and in the evening we glow again.They say
there’s no future for us. They’re right.Which is fine with us.A COMMUNITY OF THE SPIRITThere
is a community of the spirit.Join it, and feel the delightof walking in the noisy street,and being the
noise.Drink all your passion,and be a disgrace.Close both eyesto see with the other eye.Open
your hands,if you want to be held.Sit down in this circle.Quit acting like a wolf, and feelthe
shepherd’s love filling you.At night, your beloved wanders.Don’t accept consolations.Close your
mouth against food.Taste the lover’s mouth in yours.You moan, “She left me.” “He left me.”Twenty
more will come.Be empty of worrying.Think of who created thought!Why do you stay in
prisonwhen the door is so wide open?Move outside the tangle of fear-thinking.Live in
silence.Flow down and down in alwayswidening rings of being.There’s a strange frenzy in my
head,of birds flying,each particle circulating on its own.Is the one I love everywhere?Drunks fear
the police,but the police are drunk too.People in this town love them bothlike different chess
pieces.A CHILDREN’S GAMEListen to the poet Sanai,who lived secluded: “Don’t wander out on
the roadin your ecstasy. Sleep in the tavern.”When a drunk strays out to the street,children make
fun of him. He falls down in the mud.He takes any and every road. The children
follow,not knowing the taste of wine, or howhis drunkenness feels. All people on the planetare
children, except for a very few.No one is grown up except those free of desire.God said, “The
world is a play, a children’s game,and you are the children.” God speaks the truth.If you
haven’t left the child’s play,how can you be an adult? Without purity of spirit,if you’re still in the
middle of lust and greedand other warnings, you’re like childrenplaying at sexual intercourse.
They wrestleand rub together, but it’s not sex!The same with the fightings of mankind.It’s a
squabble with play-swords.No purpose, totally futile.Like kids on hobby horses, soldiers claim to
be ridingBoraq, Muhammad’s night-horse, or Duldul, his mule.Your actions mean nothing, the



sex and war that you do.You’re holding part of your pants and prancing around,Dun-da-dun, dun-
da-dun.Don’t wait till you die to see this.Recognize that your imagination and your thinkingand
your sense perception are reed canesthat children cut and pretend are horsies.The knowing of
mystic lovers is different.The empirical, sensory, sciencesare like a donkey loaded with books,or
like the makeup woman’s makeup. It washes off.But if you lift the baggage rightly, it will give
joy.Don’t carry your knowledge-load for some selfish reason.Deny your desires and
willfulness,and a real mount may appear under you.Don’t be satisfied with the name of HU,with
just words about it.Experience that breathing.From books and words come fantasy,and
sometimes, from fantasy comes union.Gone, inner and outer,no moon, no ground or sky.Don’t
hand me another glass of wine.Pour it in my mouth.I’ve lost the way to my mouth.The wine we
really drink is our own blood.Our bodies ferment in these barrels.We give everything for a glass
of this.We give our minds for a sip.THE MANY WINESGod has given us a dark wine so potent
that,drinking it, we leave the two worlds.God has put into the form of hashish a powerto deliver
the taster from self-consciousness.God has made sleep sothat it erases every thought.God
made Majnun love Layla so much thatjust her dog would cause confusion in him.There are
thousands of winesthat can take over our minds.Don’t think all ecstasiesare the same!Jesus was
lost in his love for God.His donkey was drunk with barley.Drink from the presence of saints,not
from those other jars.Every object, every being,is a jar full of delight.Be a connoisseur,and taste
with caution.Any wine will get you high.Judge like a king, and choose the purest,the ones
unadulterated with fear,or some urgency about “what’s needed.”Drink the wine that moves youas
a camel moves when it’s been untied,and is just ambling about.SPECIAL PLATESNotice how
each particle moves.Notice how everyone has just arrived here from a journey.Notice how
each wants a different food.Notice how the stars vanish as the sun comes up, and how all
streams stream toward the ocean.Look at the chefs preparing special plates for everyone,
according to what they need.Look at this cup that can hold the ocean.Look at those who see the
face.Look through Shams’ eyes into the water that is entirely jewels.BURNT KABOBLast
year, I admired wines. This,I’m wandering inside the red world.Last year, I gazed at the fire.This
year I’m burnt kabob.Thirst drove me down to the waterwhere I drank the moon’s reflection.Now I
am a lion staring up totallylost in love with the thing itself.Don’t ask questions about longing.Look
in my face.Soul drunk, body ruined, these twosit helpless in a wrecked wagon.Neither knows
how to fix it.And my heart, I’d say it was morelike a donkey sunk in a mudhole,struggling and
miring deeper.But listen to me: for one moment,quit being sad. Hear blessingsdropping their
blossomsaround you. God.THE NEW RULEIt’s the old rule that drunks have to argueand get
into fights.The lover is just as bad. He falls into a hole.But down in that hole he finds something
shining,worth more than any amount of money or power.Last night the moon came dropping its
clothes in the street.I took it as a sign to start singing,falling up into the bowl of sky.The bowl
breaks. Everywhere is falling everywhere.Nothing else to do.Here’s the new rule: break the
wineglass,and fall toward the glassblower’s breath.This that is tormented and very tired,tortured
with restraints like a madman,this heart. Still you keep breaking the shellto get the taste of its



kernel!2 Bewilderment:I Have Five Things to SayON BEWILDERMENTAt the verge of full fana
(annihilation in God) there seems to be a region of sweet confusion, the sense of being in many
places at once saying multiple sentences. A hazy melting, fragile and nearly blank. Profound
ignorance within which conventional, calm behavior seems insane!Rumi’s poems are not well-
trimmed, Persian miniature gardens. They are more like, as scholar Annemarie Schimmel says,
the paintings in the Turkoman style—full of abrupt movement, odd flowers and bushes, demons
and talking animals.I HAVE FIVE THINGS TO SAYThe wakened lover speaks directly to the
beloved,“You are the sky my spirit circles in,the love inside love, the resurrection-place.Let this
window be your ear.I have lost consciousness many timeswith longing for your listening
silence,and your life-quickening smile.You give attention to the smallest matters,my suspicious
doubts, and to the greatest.You know my coins are counterfeit,but you accept them anyway,my
impudence and my pretending!I have five things to say,five fingers to giveinto your grace.First,
when I was apart from you, this world did not exist, nor any other.Second, whatever I was
looking for was always you.Third, why did I ever learn to count to three?Fourth, my cornfield is
burning!Fifth, this finger stands for Rabia, and this is for someone else. Is there a difference?
Are these words or tears?Is weeping speech?What shall I do, my love?”So he speaks, and
everyone aroundbegins to cry with him, laughing crazily,moaning in the spreading unionof lover
and beloved.This is the true religion. All othersare thrown-away bandages beside it.This is the
sema of slavery and masterydancing together. This is not-being.Neither words, nor any natural
factcan express this.I know these dancers.Day and night I sing their songsin this phenomenal
cage.My soul, don’t try to answer now!Find a friend, and hide.But what can stay hidden?Love’s
secret is always lifting its headout from under the covers,“Here I am!”ACTS OF
HELPLESSNESSHere are the miracle-signs you want: thatyou cry through the night and get up
at dawn, asking,that in the absence of what you ask for your day gets dark,your neck thin as a
spindle, that what you give awayis all you own, that you sacrifice belongings,sleep, health, your
head, that you oftensit down in a fire like aloes wood, and often go outto meet a blade like a
battered helmet.When acts of helplessness become habitual,those are the signs.But you run
back and forth listening for unusual events,peering into the faces of travelers.“Why are you
looking at me like a madman?”I have lost a friend. Please forgive me.Searching like that does
not fail.There will come a rider who holds you close.You faint and gibber. The uninitiated say,
“He’s faking.”How could they know?Water washes over a beached fish, the waterof those signs I
just mentioned.Excuse my wandering.How can one be orderly with this?It’s like counting leaves
in a garden,along with the song-notes of partridges,and crows. Sometimes organizationand
computation become absurd.SALADIN’S BEGGING BOWLOf these two thousand “I” and “We”
people,which am I?Don’t try to keep me from asking!Listen, when I’m this out of control!But don’t
put anything breakable in my way!There is an original inside me.What’s here is a mirror for that,
for you.If you are joyful, I am.If you grieve, or if you’re bitter, or graceful,I take on those
qualities.Like the shadow of a cypress tree in the meadow,like the shadow of a rose, I liveclose
to the rose.If I separated myself from you,I would turn entirely thorn.Every second, I drink



another cup of my own blood-wine.Every instant, I break an empty cup against your door.I reach
out, wanting you to tear me open.Saladin’s generosity lights a candle in my chest.Who am I
then? His empty begging bowl.Late, by myself, in the boat of myself,no light and no land
anywhere,cloudcover thick. I try to stayjust above the surface, yet I’m already underand living
within the ocean.Does sunset sometimes look like the sun’s coming up?Do you know what a
faithful love is like?You’re crying. You say you’ve burned yourself.But can you think of anyone
who’s nothazy with smoke?BE MELTING SNOWTotally conscious, and apropos of nothing, you
come to see me.Is someone here? I ask.The moon. The full moon is inside your house.My
friends and I go running out into the street.I’m in here, comes a voice from the house, but we
aren’t listening.We’re looking up at the sky.My pet nightingale sobs like a drunk in the
garden.Ringdoves scatter with small cries, Where, Where.It’s midnight. The whole neighborhood
is up and outin the street thinking, The cat burglar has come back.The actual thief is there too,
saying out loud,Yes, the cat burglar is somewhere in this crowd.No one pays attention.Lo, I am
with you always means when you look for God,God is in the look of your eyes,in the thought of
looking, nearer to you than your self,or things that have happened to youThere’s no need to go
outside.Be melting snow.Wash yourself of yourself.A white flower grows in the quietness.Let
your tongue become that flower.THE FRAGILE VIALI need a mouth as wide as the skyto say the
nature of a True Person, languageas large as longing.The fragile vial inside me often breaks.No
wonder I go mad and disappear for three daysevery month with the moon.For anyone in love
with you,it’s always these invisible days.I’ve lost the thread of the story I was telling.My elephant
roams his dream of Hindustan again.Narrative, poetics, destroyed, my body,a dissolving, a
return.Friend, I’ve shrunk to a hair trying to say your story.Would you tell mine?I’ve made up so
many love stories.Now I feel fictional.Tell me!The truth is, you are speaking, not me.I am Sinai,
and you are Moses walking there.This poetry is an echo of what you say.A piece of land can’t
speak, or know anything!Or if it can, only within limits.The body is a device to calculatethe
astronomy of the spirit.Look through that astrolabeand become oceanic.Why this distracted talk?
It’s not my fault I rave.You did this.Do you approve of my love-madness?Say yes.What language
will you say it in, Arabic or Persian,or what? Once again, I must be tied up.Bring the curly ropes
of your hair. Now I remember the story.A True Man stares at his old shoesand sheepskin
jacket. Every day he goes upto his attic to look at his work-shoes and worn-out coat.This is his
wisdom, to remember the original clayand not get drunk with ego and arrogance.To visit those
shoes and jacketis praise.The Absolute works with nothing.The workshop, the materialsare what
does not exist.Try and be a sheet of paper with nothing on it.Be a spot of ground where nothing
is growing,where something might be planted,a seed, possibly, from the Absolute.WHERE ARE
WE?An invisible bird flies over,but casts a quick shadow.What is the body? That shadow of a
shadowof your love, that somehow containsthe entire universe.A man sleeps heavily,though
something blazes in him like the sun,like a magnificent fringe sewn up under the hem.He turns
under the covers.Any image is a lie:A clear red stone tastes sweet.You kiss a beautiful mouth,
and a keyturns in the lock of your fear.A spoken sentence sharpens to a fine edge.A mother



dove looks for her nest,asking where, ku? Where, ku?Where the lion lies down.Where any man
or woman goes to cry.Where the sick go when they hope to get well.Where a wind lifts that helps
with winnowing,and, the same moment, sends a ship on its way.Where anyone says Only God Is
Real.Ya Hu! Where beyond where.A bright weaver’s shuttle flashes back and forth,east-west,
Where-are-we? Ma ku? Maku.like the sun saying Where are we?as it weaves with the
asking.The Friend comes into my bodylooking for the center, unableto find it, draws a
blade,strikes anywhere.There is a light seed grain inside.You fill it with yourself, or it dies.I’m
caught in this curling energy! Your hair!Whoever’s calm and sensible is insane!Do you think I
know what I’m doing?That for one breath or half-breath I belong to myself?As much as a pen
knows what it’s writing,or the ball can guess where it’s going next.3 Emptiness and Silence:The
Night AirON SILENCEIn Persian poetry the poet often refers to himself or herself by name at the
end of a poem as a sort of signature. Rumi’s variation on this is to refer instead to Shams (over a
thousand poems end this way) or to silence. He gives the poetry to its true authorship, including
the emptiness after as part of the poem. Five hundred odes conclude with khamush, silence.
Rumi is less interested in language, more attuned to the sources of it. He keeps asking Husam,
“Who’s making this music?” He sometimes gives the wording over to the invisible flute player:
“Let that musician finish this poem.” Words are not important in themselves, but as resonators for
a center. Rumi has a whole theory of language based on the reed flute (ney). Beneath everything
we say, and within each note of the reed flute, lies a nostalgia for the reed bed. Language and
music are possible only because we’re empty, hollow, and separated from the source. All
language is a longing for home. Why is there not a second tonality, he muses, a note in praise of
the craftsman’s skill, which fashioned the bare cylinder into a ney, the intricate human form with
its nine holes?THE REED FLUTE’S SONGListen to the story told by the reed,of being
separated.“Since I was cut from the reedbed,I have made this crying sound.Anyone apart from
someone he lovesunderstands what I say.Anyone pulled from a sourcelongs to go back.At any
gathering I am there,mingling in the laughing and grieving,a friend to each, but fewwill hear the
secrets hiddenwithin the notes. No ears for that.Body flowing out of spirit,spirit up from body: no
concealingthat mixing. But it’s not given usto see the soul. The reed fluteis fire, not wind. Be that
empty.”Hear the love fire tangledin the reed notes, as bewildermentmelts into wine. The reed is a
friendto all who want the fabric tornand drawn away. The reed is hurtand salve combining.
Intimacyand longing for intimacy, onesong. A disastrous surrenderand a fine love, together. The
onewho secretly hears this is senseless.A tongue has one customer, the ear.A sugarcane flute
has such effectbecause it was able to make sugarin the reedbed. The sound it makesis for
everyone. Days full of wanting,let them go by without worryingthat they do. Stay where you
areinside such a pure, hollow note.Every thirst gets satisfied exceptthat of these fish, the
mystics,who swim a vast ocean of gracestill somehow longing for it!No one lives in that
withoutbeing nourished every day.But if someone doesn’t want to hearthe song of the reed
flute,it’s best to cut conversationshort, say good-bye, and leave.A THIRSTY FISHI don’t get tired
of you. Don’t grow wearyof being compassionate toward me!All this thirst equipmentmust surely



be tired of me,the waterjar, the water carrier.I have a thirsty fish in methat can never find
enoughof what it’s thirsty for!Show me the way to the ocean!Break these half-measures,these
small containers.All this fantasyand grief.Let my house be drowned in the wavethat rose last
night out of the courtyardhidden in the center of my chest.Joseph fell like the moon into my
well.The harvest I expected was washed away.But no matter.A fire has risen above my
tombstone hat.I don’t want learning, or dignity,or respectability.I want this music and this
dawnand the warmth of your cheek against mine.The grief-armies assemble,but I’m not going
with them.This is how it always iswhen I finish a poem.A great silence overcomes me,and I
wonder why I ever thoughtto use language.ENOUGH WORDS?How does a part of the world
leave the world?How can wetness leave water?Don’t try to put out a fireby throwing on more fire!
Don’t wash a wound with blood!No matter how fast you run,your shadow more than keeps
up.Sometimes, it’s in front!Only full, overhead sundiminishes your shadow.But that shadow has
been serving you!What hurts you, blesses you.Darkness is your candle.Your boundaries are
your quest.I can explain this, but it would breakthe glass cover on your heart,and there’s no
fixing that.You must have shadow and light source both.Listen, and lay your head under the tree
of awe.When from that tree, feathers and wings sprouton you, be quieter than a dove.Don’t open
your mouth for even a cooooooo.eWhen a frog slips into the water, the snakecannot get it. Then
the frog climbs back outand croaks, and the snake moves toward him again.Even if the frog
learned to hiss, still the snakewould hear through the hiss the informationhe needed, the frog
voice underneath.But if the frog could be completely silent,then the snake would go back to
sleeping,and the frog could reach the barley.The soul lives there in the silent breath.And that
grain of barley is such that,when you put it in the ground,it grows. Are these enough words,or
shall I squeeze more juice from this?Who am I, my friend?THIS WORLD WHICH IS MADE OF
OUR LOVE FOR EMPTINESSPraise to the emptiness that blanks out existence. Existence:this
place made from our love for that emptiness!Yet somehow comes emptiness,this existence
goes.Praise to that happening, over and over!For years I pulled my own existence out of
emptiness.Then one swoop, one swing of the arm,that work is over.Free of who I was, free of
presence, free ofdangerous fear, hope,free of mountainous wanting.The here-and-now
mountain is a tiny piece of a pieceof strawblown off into emptiness.These words I’m saying so
much begin to lose meaning:existence, emptiness, mountain, straw: wordsand what they try to
say sweptout the window, down the slant of the roof.QUIETNESSInside this new love, die.Your
way begins on the other side.Become the sky.Take an axe to the prison wall.Escape.Walk out
like someone suddenly born into color.Do it now.You’re covered with thick cloud.Slide out the
side. Die,and be quiet. Quietness is the surest signthat you’ve died.Your old life was a frantic
runningfrom silence.The speechless full mooncomes out now.SANAISomeone says, Sanai is
dead.No small thing to say.He was not bits of husk,or a puddle that freezes overnight,or a comb
that cracks when you use it,or a pod crushed open on the ground.He was fine powder in a rough
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up.The inner soul, that presence of which most know nothing,about which poets are so



ambiguous,he married that one to the beloved.His pure gold wine pours on the thick wine
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Publisher Introduction to the New EditionI am very grateful for the response this book has had
since its publication in 1995 and for the opportunity to add a gift of eighty-one new, never-
published-anywhere, poems to this re-issue of The Essential Rumi. I don’t tire of working on
Rumi’s poetry. It keeps unfolding its wisdom as I grow more open to what is given.We cannot say
much about love at first sight. It happens, and we live in the wake of a new life. Dante and
Beatrice. Rumi and Shams. It’s a different level of soul-connecting, of course, but I have
wondered why, on first looking into Arberry’s Rumi, I felt such an opening of my heart, a sense of
reckless longing, an expansion of my sense of what’s possible in a poem, and in a life. Carl Jung



would say that I encountered a form, or an expression, of my anima.Twenty-eight years
afterward I would claim that I felt the wild presence of Shams. Rumi acknowledges Shams as the
source of the big red book of ghazals (odes) and rubai (quatrains) he calls The Works of Shams
of Tabriz. Some refer to it simply as The Shams. Part of the love-mystery explored in Rumi’s
poetry is how presences flow together, evolve, and create in tandem. The heart is a river, and I
felt the motion of it in their friendship. Rumi’s ghazals intend to restore the conversation they
engaged in. In their grief and joy the poems do that, even at this distance and even after having
endured the indignity and betrayal of translation. Whatever the attraction was in 1976, it was not
scholarly curiosity. His poems have never been for me, or for most readers, museum curios from
the thirteenth century. They are food and drink, nourishment for the part that is hungry for what
they give. Call it soul.I used to be uncomfortable using words like soul and heart, and I still am.
They seem imprecise, loaded with churchy schmaltz and ministerial ease, to say nothing of their
dilution in popular culture. But now I feel like I can say so little about anything that I may as well
flail about with stage props. I even feel myself edging toward that dry modifier, metaphysical.
Bliss, though, is still off-limits, as in blissed out.But consider emptiness. Rumi loves the image of
a cleared site, a scoured place where a village was before the flood erased all trace. An absence
where everything becomes essential, each sound distinct and bare, and clear. Emptiness is
what we hear in an old blues singer or a jazz soloist. Rumi calls it the grief that lovers feel. He
suggests that word-men be quiet and listen for that. His poems help us feel what living in the
ruins is like, in the blank state of knowing nothing, of loving one we do not know and have never
met, yet who is deeply familiar. Heartbroken, wandering, wordless, lost, and ecstatic for no
reason. It’s the psychic space his poems inhabit.Longing is a shape for this emptiness. In a
ghazal by Jelaluddin Rumi love is nakedly exposed and restless like a mountain creek, like
sunlight moving around a winter room. Emptiness is where his sama leads us, sama being the
deep listening to poetry and its surround of music and movement. Within sama one remembers
the dissolution of the ego and the non-attachment of the heart. Rumi explores many images for
this place, presence, this unnameable state.The empty heart as revealed in Rumi’s odes is a
composite experience of many valences—praise, complaint, majesty, stubbornness, generosity,
splendor, bitterness, hesitation, and union. The poems were very new to me in 1976. They did
not care about understanding, or memorializing, a moment. Mind and personality were barely
there—vague, dissolving paradigms. The poems lived free of purpose, free of time and space in
a kind of pure sailing.In those first months of discovering Rumi I would go down after teaching to
the Bluebird Restaurant in Athens, Georgia, and have tea. Sitting there in the late fall afternoon,
working with Arberry’s scholarly translations, was such a relief after making sense all day. This
poetry could not possibly be explicated! I loved the unpredictable spontaneity, the push-pull of
great tenderness and great loneliness, of living beyond psychology, of drifting at ease inside the
unsayable. Sometimes the poems seemed to take place on the porch of a madhouse. They
stepped out of the normal with an almost inhuman energy. Other times they felt exhausted.No
one can say what such friendship is. In the commingling I heard a voice saying something close



to my own sense of failure, joy, grief, ecstasy. Why is it so difficult to say the content of Rumi’s
ghazals? I feel happy inside them, continuous, whole, in the simplicity of just taking in sunlight,
no pretext, no excuse, empty in the present moment.The Hebrew word, makom, refers to the
sacred as a location. One can live in the heart. Rumi’s odes speak from there and invite us in as
though to a galactic residence of inferiority. I felt drawn to the vast beauty of that.Because of
these troubles we are living in, I want to call attention again to Rumi’s role as a bridge between
religions and cultures. Everyone knows the story of how representatives from all faiths came to
his funeral. His presence and his poetry was, and is, inclusive, allied with the impulse to praise
and recognize every being and every moment as sacred. Interfaith hardly reaches the depth of
his connecting. Rumi speaks from the clear bead at the center.The religions of the world are
luminous in their individuality, and they have valuable social and soulmaking functions. Surely
someday we will quit killing each other over their different strategies. But let us be honest. I have
no hope, nor do you, that the Middle East warring (or anywhere else) will stop in this lifetime or in
our grandchildren’s. No hope. But perhaps hope is overrated. Who needs it. Let us continue on
with our battered guidon, which has no recognizable insignia. As Whitman advises us in the
1855 preface to Leaves of Grass:Argue not concerning God,… re-examine all you have been
told at church or school or in any book, dismiss whatever insults your soul….I say that the
exclusivity of most of the organized religions does insult the soul. We must be open enough to
assimilate the insights of indigenous cultures as well as those of the Abrahamic religions, to
glory in the clarity of Rinzai and Bodhidharma as well as that of the dreamtime drawings. Joseph
Campbell teaches us this. It feels mean-spirited and academic to dismiss as “syncretic” Rumi’s
healing universal tolerance. His place among world religions is as a dissolver of boundaries. He
is the ocean that acknowledges oneness (the seawater) over the multiplicity of waves (our
individual circumstances).Mystical poetry can be a subject for study, but in its essential nature it
is not something to locate or describe within a cultural context. It is a way to open the heart, as a
Sufi master, or any enlightened being, is a door to the radiant depth of the self.I obviously am not
trying to place Rumi in his thirteenth century locus. That is fine work, and I am grateful for those
who do it. My more grandiose project is to free his text into its essence.I went to Konya for the
first time in 1984. I went alone and somehow managed to lose my passport. I’m not sure how I
checked into the Seljuk Hotel without it, but I did. It was early evening. I walked to Shams’ tomb
and then to Rumi’s, the way you are supposed to. Ambling back on the main street, I came upon
a visionary nutcart, lit with glorious lanterns and heaped with perfect pyramids of every kind of
nut in elegant wooden compartments. I bought a quarter’s worth, which turned out to be a
newspaper cone full of pistachios. Wonderful, impossible abundance. As I walked into the hotel,
a crowd of men were sitting in rows on sofas watching the television. There were no sets in the
rooms then. One of them shouted Bul Duc! Then they all chimed in randomly, laughing, bul duc,
bul duc. It means “I found it” in Turkish. Eureka. It was also the name of the hotel in Ankara that I
had stayed in the previous night. They had found my passport at the I Found It Hotel. The
appropriate ceremony occurred to me at once. Beginning at the front right, I went from row to



row in the darkened hotel lobby bowing to each and holding out the newspaper spiral, Please.
The light green nut, the pistache American. So in that spirit, this new Essential. Take as much as
you want. It will go around.Coleman BarksDecember 17, 2003Athens, Georgia Introduction to
the New EditionI am very grateful for the response this book has had since its publication in
1995 and for the opportunity to add a gift of eighty-one new, never-published-anywhere, poems
to this re-issue of The Essential Rumi. I don’t tire of working on Rumi’s poetry. It keeps unfolding
its wisdom as I grow more open to what is given.We cannot say much about love at first sight. It
happens, and we live in the wake of a new life. Dante and Beatrice. Rumi and Shams. It’s a
different level of soul-connecting, of course, but I have wondered why, on first looking into
Arberry’s Rumi, I felt such an opening of my heart, a sense of reckless longing, an expansion of
my sense of what’s possible in a poem, and in a life. Carl Jung would say that I encountered a
form, or an expression, of my anima.Twenty-eight years afterward I would claim that I felt the wild
presence of Shams. Rumi acknowledges Shams as the source of the big red book of ghazals
(odes) and rubai (quatrains) he calls The Works of Shams of Tabriz. Some refer to it simply as
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poems do that, even at this distance and even after having endured the indignity and betrayal of
translation. Whatever the attraction was in 1976, it was not scholarly curiosity. His poems have
never been for me, or for most readers, museum curios from the thirteenth century. They are
food and drink, nourishment for the part that is hungry for what they give. Call it soul.I used to be
uncomfortable using words like soul and heart, and I still am. They seem imprecise, loaded with
churchy schmaltz and ministerial ease, to say nothing of their dilution in popular culture. But now
I feel like I can say so little about anything that I may as well flail about with stage props. I even
feel myself edging toward that dry modifier, metaphysical. Bliss, though, is still off-limits, as in
blissed out.But consider emptiness. Rumi loves the image of a cleared site, a scoured place
where a village was before the flood erased all trace. An absence where everything becomes
essential, each sound distinct and bare, and clear. Emptiness is what we hear in an old blues
singer or a jazz soloist. Rumi calls it the grief that lovers feel. He suggests that word-men be
quiet and listen for that. His poems help us feel what living in the ruins is like, in the blank state of
knowing nothing, of loving one we do not know and have never met, yet who is deeply familiar.
Heartbroken, wandering, wordless, lost, and ecstatic for no reason. It’s the psychic space his
poems inhabit.Longing is a shape for this emptiness. In a ghazal by Jelaluddin Rumi love is
nakedly exposed and restless like a mountain creek, like sunlight moving around a winter room.
Emptiness is where his sama leads us, sama being the deep listening to poetry and its surround
of music and movement. Within sama one remembers the dissolution of the ego and the non-
attachment of the heart. Rumi explores many images for this place, presence, this unnameable
state.The empty heart as revealed in Rumi’s odes is a composite experience of many valences—
praise, complaint, majesty, stubbornness, generosity, splendor, bitterness, hesitation, and union.



The poems were very new to me in 1976. They did not care about understanding, or
memorializing, a moment. Mind and personality were barely there—vague, dissolving
paradigms. The poems lived free of purpose, free of time and space in a kind of pure sailing.In
those first months of discovering Rumi I would go down after teaching to the Bluebird Restaurant
in Athens, Georgia, and have tea. Sitting there in the late fall afternoon, working with Arberry’s
scholarly translations, was such a relief after making sense all day. This poetry could not
possibly be explicated! I loved the unpredictable spontaneity, the push-pull of great tenderness
and great loneliness, of living beyond psychology, of drifting at ease inside the unsayable.
Sometimes the poems seemed to take place on the porch of a madhouse. They stepped out of
the normal with an almost inhuman energy. Other times they felt exhausted.No one can say what
such friendship is. In the commingling I heard a voice saying something close to my own sense
of failure, joy, grief, ecstasy. Why is it so difficult to say the content of Rumi’s ghazals? I feel
happy inside them, continuous, whole, in the simplicity of just taking in sunlight, no pretext, no
excuse, empty in the present moment.The Hebrew word, makom, refers to the sacred as a
location. One can live in the heart. Rumi’s odes speak from there and invite us in as though to a
galactic residence of inferiority. I felt drawn to the vast beauty of that.Because of these troubles
we are living in, I want to call attention again to Rumi’s role as a bridge between religions and
cultures. Everyone knows the story of how representatives from all faiths came to his funeral. His
presence and his poetry was, and is, inclusive, allied with the impulse to praise and recognize
every being and every moment as sacred. Interfaith hardly reaches the depth of his connecting.
Rumi speaks from the clear bead at the center.The religions of the world are luminous in their
individuality, and they have valuable social and soulmaking functions. Surely someday we will
quit killing each other over their different strategies. But let us be honest. I have no hope, nor do
you, that the Middle East warring (or anywhere else) will stop in this lifetime or in our
grandchildren’s. No hope. But perhaps hope is overrated. Who needs it. Let us continue on with
our battered guidon, which has no recognizable insignia. As Whitman advises us in the 1855
preface to Leaves of Grass:Argue not concerning God,… re-examine all you have been told at
church or school or in any book, dismiss whatever insults your soul….I say that the exclusivity of
most of the organized religions does insult the soul. We must be open enough to assimilate the
insights of indigenous cultures as well as those of the Abrahamic religions, to glory in the clarity
of Rinzai and Bodhidharma as well as that of the dreamtime drawings. Joseph Campbell
teaches us this. It feels mean-spirited and academic to dismiss as “syncretic” Rumi’s healing
universal tolerance. His place among world religions is as a dissolver of boundaries. He is the
ocean that acknowledges oneness (the seawater) over the multiplicity of waves (our individual
circumstances).Mystical poetry can be a subject for study, but in its essential nature it is not
something to locate or describe within a cultural context. It is a way to open the heart, as a Sufi
master, or any enlightened being, is a door to the radiant depth of the self.I obviously am not
trying to place Rumi in his thirteenth century locus. That is fine work, and I am grateful for those
who do it. My more grandiose project is to free his text into its essence.I went to Konya for the



first time in 1984. I went alone and somehow managed to lose my passport. I’m not sure how I
checked into the Seljuk Hotel without it, but I did. It was early evening. I walked to Shams’ tomb
and then to Rumi’s, the way you are supposed to. Ambling back on the main street, I came upon
a visionary nutcart, lit with glorious lanterns and heaped with perfect pyramids of every kind of
nut in elegant wooden compartments. I bought a quarter’s worth, which turned out to be a
newspaper cone full of pistachios. Wonderful, impossible abundance. As I walked into the hotel,
a crowd of men were sitting in rows on sofas watching the television. There were no sets in the
rooms then. One of them shouted Bul Duc! Then they all chimed in randomly, laughing, bul duc,
bul duc. It means “I found it” in Turkish. Eureka. It was also the name of the hotel in Ankara that I
had stayed in the previous night. They had found my passport at the I Found It Hotel. The
appropriate ceremony occurred to me at once. Beginning at the front right, I went from row to
row in the darkened hotel lobby bowing to each and holding out the newspaper spiral, Please.
The light green nut, the pistache American. So in that spirit, this new Essential. Take as much as
you want. It will go around.Coleman BarksDecember 17, 2003Athens, Georgia On
RumiPersians and Afghanis call Rumi “Jelaluddin Balkhi.” He was born September 30, 1207, in
Balkh, Afghanistan, which was then part of the Persian empire. The name Rumi means “from
Roman Anatolia.” He was not known by that name, of course, until after his family, fleeing the
threat of the invading Mongol armies, emigrated to Konya, Turkey, sometime between 1215 and
1220. His father, Bahauddin Walad, was a theologian and jurist and a mystic of uncertain
lineage. Bahauddin Walad’s Maarif, a collection of notes, diarylike remarks, sermons, and
strange accounts of visionary experiences, has shocked most of the conventional scholars who
have tried to understand them. He shows a startlingly sensual freedom in stating his union with
God. Rumi was instructed in his father’s secret inner life by a former student of his father,
Burhanuddin Mahaqqiq. Burhan and Rumi also studied Sanai and Attar. At his father’s death
Rumi took over the position of sheikh in the dervish learning community in Konya. His life seems
to have been a fairly normal one for a religious scholar—teaching, meditating, helping the poor—
until in the late fall of 1244 when he met a stranger who put a question to him. That stranger was
the wandering dervish, Shams of Tabriz, who had traveled throughout the Middle East searching
and praying for someone who could “endure my company.” A voice came, “What will you give in
return?” “My head!” “The one you seek is Jelaluddin of Konya.”The question Shams spoke made
the learned professor faint to the ground. We cannot be entirely certain of the question, but
according to the most reliable account Shams asked who was greater, Muhammad or Bestami,
for Bestami had said, “How great is my glory,” whereas Muhammad had acknowledged in his
prayer to God, “We do not know You as we should.”Rumi heard the depth out of which the
question came and fell to the ground. He was finally able to answer that Muhammad was
greater, because Bestami had taken one gulp of the divine and stopped there, whereas for
Muhammad the way was always unfolding. There are various versions of this encounter, but
whatever the facts, Shams and Rumi became inseparable. Their Friendship is one of the
mysteries. They spent months together without any human needs, transported into a region of



pure conversation. This ecstatic connection caused difficulties in the religious community.
Rumi’s students felt neglected. Sensing the trouble, Shams disappeared as suddenly as he had
appeared. Annemarie Schimmel, a scholar immersed for forty years in the works of Rumi, thinks
that it was at this first disappearance that Rumi began the transformation into a mystical artist.
“He turned into a poet, began to listen to music, and sang, whirling around, hour after hour.”Word
came that Shams was in Damascus. Rumi sent his son, Sultan Velad, to Syria to bring his Friend
back to Konya. When Rumi and Shams met for the second time, they fell at each other’s feet, so
that “no one knew who was lover and who the beloved.” Shams stayed in Rumi’s home and was
married to a young girl who had been brought up in the family. Again the long mystical
conversation (sohbet) began, and again the jealousies grew.On the night of December 5, 1248,
as Rumi and Shams were talking, Shams was called to the back door. He went out, never to be
seen again. Most likely, he was murdered with the connivance of Rumi’s son, Allaedin; if so,
Shams indeed gave his head for the privilege of mystical Friendship.The mystery of the Friend’s
absence covered Rumi’s world. He himself went out searching for Shams and journeyed again
to Damascus. It was there that he realized,Why should I seek? I am the same ashe. His essence
speaks through me.I have been looking for myself!The union became complete. There was full
fana, annihilation in the Friend. Shams was writing the poems. Rumi called the huge collection of
his odes and quatrains The Works of Shams of Tabriz.After Shams’s death and Rumi’s merging
with him, another companion was found, Saladin Zarkub, the goldsmith. Saladin became the
Friend to whom Rumi addressed his poems, not so fierily as to Shams, but with quiet
tenderness. When Saladin died, Husam Chelebi, Rumi’s scribe and favorite student, assumed
this role. Rumi claimed that Husam was the source, the one who understood the vast, secret
order of the Mathnawi, that great work that shifts so fantastically from theory to folklore to jokes
to ecstatic poetry. For the last twelve years of his life, Rumi dictated the six volumes of this
master-work to Husam. He died on December 17, 1273. On RumiPersians and Afghanis call
Rumi “Jelaluddin Balkhi.” He was born September 30, 1207, in Balkh, Afghanistan, which was
then part of the Persian empire. The name Rumi means “from Roman Anatolia.” He was not
known by that name, of course, until after his family, fleeing the threat of the invading Mongol
armies, emigrated to Konya, Turkey, sometime between 1215 and 1220. His father, Bahauddin
Walad, was a theologian and jurist and a mystic of uncertain lineage. Bahauddin Walad’s Maarif,
a collection of notes, diarylike remarks, sermons, and strange accounts of visionary
experiences, has shocked most of the conventional scholars who have tried to understand them.
He shows a startlingly sensual freedom in stating his union with God. Rumi was instructed in his
father’s secret inner life by a former student of his father, Burhanuddin Mahaqqiq. Burhan and
Rumi also studied Sanai and Attar. At his father’s death Rumi took over the position of sheikh in
the dervish learning community in Konya. His life seems to have been a fairly normal one for a
religious scholar—teaching, meditating, helping the poor—until in the late fall of 1244 when he
met a stranger who put a question to him. That stranger was the wandering dervish, Shams of
Tabriz, who had traveled throughout the Middle East searching and praying for someone who



could “endure my company.” A voice came, “What will you give in return?” “My head!” “The one
you seek is Jelaluddin of Konya.”The question Shams spoke made the learned professor faint to
the ground. We cannot be entirely certain of the question, but according to the most reliable
account Shams asked who was greater, Muhammad or Bestami, for Bestami had said, “How
great is my glory,” whereas Muhammad had acknowledged in his prayer to God, “We do not
know You as we should.”Rumi heard the depth out of which the question came and fell to the
ground. He was finally able to answer that Muhammad was greater, because Bestami had taken
one gulp of the divine and stopped there, whereas for Muhammad the way was always
unfolding. There are various versions of this encounter, but whatever the facts, Shams and Rumi
became inseparable. Their Friendship is one of the mysteries. They spent months together
without any human needs, transported into a region of pure conversation. This ecstatic
connection caused difficulties in the religious community. Rumi’s students felt neglected.
Sensing the trouble, Shams disappeared as suddenly as he had appeared. Annemarie
Schimmel, a scholar immersed for forty years in the works of Rumi, thinks that it was at this first
disappearance that Rumi began the transformation into a mystical artist. “He turned into a poet,
began to listen to music, and sang, whirling around, hour after hour.”Word came that Shams was
in Damascus. Rumi sent his son, Sultan Velad, to Syria to bring his Friend back to Konya. When
Rumi and Shams met for the second time, they fell at each other’s feet, so that “no one knew
who was lover and who the beloved.” Shams stayed in Rumi’s home and was married to a young
girl who had been brought up in the family. Again the long mystical conversation (sohbet) began,
and again the jealousies grew.On the night of December 5, 1248, as Rumi and Shams were
talking, Shams was called to the back door. He went out, never to be seen again. Most likely, he
was murdered with the connivance of Rumi’s son, Allaedin; if so, Shams indeed gave his head
for the privilege of mystical Friendship.The mystery of the Friend’s absence covered Rumi’s
world. He himself went out searching for Shams and journeyed again to Damascus. It was there
that he realized,Why should I seek? I am the same ashe. His essence speaks through me.I have
been looking for myself!The union became complete. There was full fana, annihilation in the
Friend. Shams was writing the poems. Rumi called the huge collection of his odes and quatrains
The Works of Shams of Tabriz.After Shams’s death and Rumi’s merging with him, another
companion was found, Saladin Zarkub, the goldsmith. Saladin became the Friend to whom Rumi
addressed his poems, not so fierily as to Shams, but with quiet tenderness. When Saladin died,
Husam Chelebi, Rumi’s scribe and favorite student, assumed this role. Rumi claimed that
Husam was the source, the one who understood the vast, secret order of the Mathnawi, that
great work that shifts so fantastically from theory to folklore to jokes to ecstatic poetry. For the
last twelve years of his life, Rumi dictated the six volumes of this master-work to Husam. He died
on December 17, 1273. A Note on the Organization of This BookThe design of this book is
meant to confuse scholars who would divide Rumi’s poetry into the accepted categories: the
quatrains (rubaiyat) and odes (ghazals) of the Divan, the six books of the Mathnawi, the
discourses, the letters, and the almost unknown Six Sermons. The mind wants categories, but



Rumi’s creativity was a continuous fountaining from beyond forms and the mind, or as the sufis
say, from a mind within the mind, the qalb, which is a great compassionate generosity.The
twenty-eight divisions here are faint and playful palimpsests spread over Rumi’s imagination.
Poems easily splash over, slide from one overlay to another. The unity behind, La’illaha il’Allahu
(“there’s no reality but God; there is only God”), is the one substance the other subheadings float
within at various depths. If one actually selected an “essential” Rumi, it would be the zikr, the
remembering that everything is God. Likewise, the titles of the poems are whimsical. Rumi’s
individual poems in Persian have no titles. His collection of quatrains and odes is called The
Works of Shams of Tabriz (Divani Shamsi Tabriz). The six books of poetry he dictated to his
scribe, Husam Chelebi, are simply titled Spiritual Couplets (Mathnawi), or sometimes he refers
to them as The Book of Husam. The wonderfully goofy title of the discourses, In It What’s in It
(Fihi Ma Fihi), may mean “what’s in the Mathnawi is in this too,” or it may be the kind of hands-
thrown-up gesture it sounds like.All of which makes the point that these poems are not
monumental in the Western sense of memorializing moments; they are not discrete entities but a
fluid, continuously self-revising, self-interrupting medium. They are not so much about anything
as spoken from within something. Call it enlightenment, ecstatic love, spirit, soul, truth, the
ocean of ilm (divine luminous wisdom), or the covenant of alast (the original agreement with
God). Names do not matter. Some resonance of ocean resides in everyone. Rumi’s poetry can
be felt as a salt breeze from that, traveling inland.These poems were created, not in packets and
batches of art, but as part of a constant, practical, and mysterious discourse Rumi was having
with a dervish learning community. The focus changed from stern to ecstatic, from everyday to
esoteric, as the needs of the group arose. Poetry and music and movement were parts of that
communal and secretly individual work of opening hearts and exploring the mystery of union
with the divine. The form of this collection means to honor the variety and simultaneity of that
mystical union.Most of the facts, dates, and chew-toys for the intellect are stashed in the
Notes.Rumi puts a prose prayer at the beginning of each book of the Mathnawi. Here’s the
blessing he gives before Book IV.Praise to Early-Waking GrieversIn the name of God the Most
Merciful, and the Most Compassionate.This is the fourth journey toward home, toward where the
great advantages are waiting for us. Reading it, mystics will feel very happy, as a meadow feels
when it hears thunder, the good news of rain coming, as tired eyes look forward to sleeping. Joy
for the spirit, health for the body. In here is what genuine devotion wants, refreshment, sweet fruit
ripe enough for the pickiest picker, medicine, detailed directions on how to get to the Friend. All
praise to God. Here is the way to renew connection with your soul, and rest from difficulties. The
study of this book will be painful to those who feel separate from God. It will make the others
grateful. In the hold of this ship is a cargo not found in the attractiveness of young women. Here
is a reward for lovers of God. A full moon and an inheritance you thought you had lost are now
returned to you. More hope for the hopeful, lucky finds for foragers, wonderful things thought of
to do. Anticipation after depression, expanding after contraction. The sun comes out, and that
light is what we give, in this book, to our spiritual descendants. Our gratitude to God holds them



to us, and brings more besides. As the Andalusian poet, Adi al-Riga, says,I was sleeping, and
being comfortedby a cool breeze, when suddenly a gray dovefrom a thicket sang and sobbed
with longing,and reminded me of my own passion.I had been away from my own soul so long,so
late-sleeping, but that dove’s cryingwoke me and made me cry. Praiseto all early-waking
grievers!Some go first, and others come long afterward. God blesses both and all in the line, and
replaces what has been consumed, and provides for those who work the soil of helpfulness, and
blesses Muhammad and Jesus and every other messenger and prophet. Amen, and may the
Lord of all created beings bless you. A Note on the Organization of This BookThe design of this
book is meant to confuse scholars who would divide Rumi’s poetry into the accepted categories:
the quatrains (rubaiyat) and odes (ghazals) of the Divan, the six books of the Mathnawi, the
discourses, the letters, and the almost unknown Six Sermons. The mind wants categories, but
Rumi’s creativity was a continuous fountaining from beyond forms and the mind, or as the sufis
say, from a mind within the mind, the qalb, which is a great compassionate generosity.The
twenty-eight divisions here are faint and playful palimpsests spread over Rumi’s imagination.
Poems easily splash over, slide from one overlay to another. The unity behind, La’illaha il’Allahu
(“there’s no reality but God; there is only God”), is the one substance the other subheadings float
within at various depths. If one actually selected an “essential” Rumi, it would be the zikr, the
remembering that everything is God. Likewise, the titles of the poems are whimsical. Rumi’s
individual poems in Persian have no titles. His collection of quatrains and odes is called The
Works of Shams of Tabriz (Divani Shamsi Tabriz). The six books of poetry he dictated to his
scribe, Husam Chelebi, are simply titled Spiritual Couplets (Mathnawi), or sometimes he refers
to them as The Book of Husam. The wonderfully goofy title of the discourses, In It What’s in It
(Fihi Ma Fihi), may mean “what’s in the Mathnawi is in this too,” or it may be the kind of hands-
thrown-up gesture it sounds like.All of which makes the point that these poems are not
monumental in the Western sense of memorializing moments; they are not discrete entities but a
fluid, continuously self-revising, self-interrupting medium. They are not so much about anything
as spoken from within something. Call it enlightenment, ecstatic love, spirit, soul, truth, the
ocean of ilm (divine luminous wisdom), or the covenant of alast (the original agreement with
God). Names do not matter. Some resonance of ocean resides in everyone. Rumi’s poetry can
be felt as a salt breeze from that, traveling inland.These poems were created, not in packets and
batches of art, but as part of a constant, practical, and mysterious discourse Rumi was having
with a dervish learning community. The focus changed from stern to ecstatic, from everyday to
esoteric, as the needs of the group arose. Poetry and music and movement were parts of that
communal and secretly individual work of opening hearts and exploring the mystery of union
with the divine. The form of this collection means to honor the variety and simultaneity of that
mystical union.Most of the facts, dates, and chew-toys for the intellect are stashed in the
Notes.Rumi puts a prose prayer at the beginning of each book of the Mathnawi. Here’s the
blessing he gives before Book IV.Praise to Early-Waking GrieversIn the name of God the Most
Merciful, and the Most Compassionate.This is the fourth journey toward home, toward where the



great advantages are waiting for us. Reading it, mystics will feel very happy, as a meadow feels
when it hears thunder, the good news of rain coming, as tired eyes look forward to sleeping. Joy
for the spirit, health for the body. In here is what genuine devotion wants, refreshment, sweet fruit
ripe enough for the pickiest picker, medicine, detailed directions on how to get to the Friend. All
praise to God. Here is the way to renew connection with your soul, and rest from difficulties. The
study of this book will be painful to those who feel separate from God. It will make the others
grateful. In the hold of this ship is a cargo not found in the attractiveness of young women. Here
is a reward for lovers of God. A full moon and an inheritance you thought you had lost are now
returned to you. More hope for the hopeful, lucky finds for foragers, wonderful things thought of
to do. Anticipation after depression, expanding after contraction. The sun comes out, and that
light is what we give, in this book, to our spiritual descendants. Our gratitude to God holds them
to us, and brings more besides. As the Andalusian poet, Adi al-Riga, says,I was sleeping, and
being comfortedby a cool breeze, when suddenly a gray dovefrom a thicket sang and sobbed
with longing,and reminded me of my own passion.I had been away from my own soul so long,so
late-sleeping, but that dove’s cryingwoke me and made me cry. Praiseto all early-waking
grievers!Some go first, and others come long afterward. God blesses both and all in the line, and
replaces what has been consumed, and provides for those who work the soil of helpfulness, and
blesses Muhammad and Jesus and every other messenger and prophet. Amen, and may the
Lord of all created beings bless you.1 The Tavern:Whoever Brought Me Here Will Have to Take
Me HomeON THE TAVERNIn the tavern are many wines—the wine of delight in color and form
and taste, the wine of the intellect’s agility, the fine port of stories, and the cabernet of soul
singing. Being human means entering this place where entrancing varieties of desire are served.
The grapeskin of ego breaks and a pouring begins. Fermentation is one of the oldest symbols for
human transformation. When grapes combine their juice and are closed up together for a time in
a dark place, the results are spectacular. This is what lets two drunks meet so that they don’t
know who is who. Pronouns no longer apply in the tavern’s mud-world of excited confusion and
half-articulated wantings.But after some time in the tavern, a point comes, a memory of
elsewhere, a longing for the source, and the drunks must set off from the tavern and begin the
return. The Qur’an says, “We are all returning.” The tavern is a kind of glorious hell that human
beings enjoy and suffer and then push off from in their search for truth. The tavern is a
dangerous region where sometimes disguises are necessary, but never hide your heart, Rumi
urges. Keep open there. A breaking apart, a crying out into the street, begins in the tavern, and
the human soul turns to find its way home.It’s 4 A.M. Nasruddin leaves the tavern and walks the
town aimlessly. A policeman stops him. “Why are you out wandering the streets in the middle of
the night?” “Sir,” replies Nasruddin, “if I knew the answer to that question, I would have been
home hours ago!”WHO SAYS WORDS WITH MY MOUTH?All day I think about it, then at night I
say it.Where did I come from, and what am I supposed to be doing?I have no idea.My soul is
from elsewhere, I’m sure of that,and I intend to end up there.This drunkenness began in some
other tavern.When I get back around to that place,I’ll be completely sober. Meanwhile,I’m like a



bird from another continent, sitting in this aviary.The day is coming when I fly off,but who is it now
in my ear who hears my voice?Who says words with my mouth?Who looks out with my eyes?
What is the soul?I cannot stop asking.If I could taste one sip of an answer,I could break out of
this prison for drunks.I didn’t come here of my own accord, and I can’t leave that way.Whoever
brought me here will have to take me home.This poetry. I never know what I’m going to say.I
don’t plan it.When I’m outside the saying of it,I get very quiet and rarely speak at all.We have a
huge barrel of wine, but no cups.That’s fine with us. Every morningwe glow and in the evening
we glow again.They say there’s no future for us. They’re right.Which is fine with us.A
COMMUNITY OF THE SPIRITThere is a community of the spirit.Join it, and feel the delightof
walking in the noisy street,and being the noise.Drink all your passion,and be a disgrace.Close
both eyesto see with the other eye.Open your hands,if you want to be held.Sit down in this
circle.Quit acting like a wolf, and feelthe shepherd’s love filling you.At night, your beloved
wanders.Don’t accept consolations.Close your mouth against food.Taste the lover’s mouth in
yours.You moan, “She left me.” “He left me.”Twenty more will come.Be empty of worrying.Think
of who created thought!Why do you stay in prisonwhen the door is so wide open?Move outside
the tangle of fear-thinking.Live in silence.Flow down and down in alwayswidening rings of
being.There’s a strange frenzy in my head,of birds flying,each particle circulating on its own.Is
the one I love everywhere?Drunks fear the police,but the police are drunk too.People in this town
love them bothlike different chess pieces.A CHILDREN’S GAMEListen to the poet Sanai,who
lived secluded: “Don’t wander out on the roadin your ecstasy. Sleep in the tavern.”When a drunk
strays out to the street,children make fun of him. He falls down in the mud.He takes any and
every road. The children follow,not knowing the taste of wine, or howhis drunkenness feels.
All people on the planetare children, except for a very few.No one is grown up except those free
of desire.God said, “The world is a play, a children’s game,and you are the children.” God
speaks the truth.If you haven’t left the child’s play,how can you be an adult? Without purity of
spirit,if you’re still in the middle of lust and greedand other warnings, you’re like childrenplaying
at sexual intercourse. They wrestleand rub together, but it’s not sex!The same with the
fightings of mankind.It’s a squabble with play-swords.No purpose, totally futile.Like kids on
hobby horses, soldiers claim to be ridingBoraq, Muhammad’s night-horse, or Duldul, his
mule.Your actions mean nothing, the sex and war that you do.You’re holding part of your pants
and prancing around,Dun-da-dun, dun-da-dun.Don’t wait till you die to see this.Recognize that
your imagination and your thinkingand your sense perception are reed canesthat children cut
and pretend are horsies.The knowing of mystic lovers is different.The empirical, sensory,
sciencesare like a donkey loaded with books,or like the makeup woman’s makeup. It
washes off.But if you lift the baggage rightly, it will give joy.Don’t carry your knowledge-load for
some selfish reason.Deny your desires and willfulness,and a real mount may appear under
you.Don’t be satisfied with the name of HU,with just words about it.Experience that
breathing.From books and words come fantasy,and sometimes, from fantasy comes
union.Gone, inner and outer,no moon, no ground or sky.Don’t hand me another glass of



wine.Pour it in my mouth.I’ve lost the way to my mouth.The wine we really drink is our own
blood.Our bodies ferment in these barrels.We give everything for a glass of this.We give our
minds for a sip.THE MANY WINESGod has given us a dark wine so potent that,drinking it, we
leave the two worlds.God has put into the form of hashish a powerto deliver the taster from self-
consciousness.God has made sleep sothat it erases every thought.God made Majnun love
Layla so much thatjust her dog would cause confusion in him.There are thousands of winesthat
can take over our minds.Don’t think all ecstasiesare the same!Jesus was lost in his love for
God.His donkey was drunk with barley.Drink from the presence of saints,not from those other
jars.Every object, every being,is a jar full of delight.Be a connoisseur,and taste with caution.Any
wine will get you high.Judge like a king, and choose the purest,the ones unadulterated with
fear,or some urgency about “what’s needed.”Drink the wine that moves youas a camel moves
when it’s been untied,and is just ambling about.SPECIAL PLATESNotice how each particle
moves.Notice how everyone has just arrived here from a journey.Notice how each wants a
different food.Notice how the stars vanish as the sun comes up, and how all streams stream
toward the ocean.Look at the chefs preparing special plates for everyone, according to what
they need.Look at this cup that can hold the ocean.Look at those who see the face.Look through
Shams’ eyes into the water that is entirely jewels.BURNT KABOBLast year, I admired wines.
This,I’m wandering inside the red world.Last year, I gazed at the fire.This year I’m burnt
kabob.Thirst drove me down to the waterwhere I drank the moon’s reflection.Now I am a lion
staring up totallylost in love with the thing itself.Don’t ask questions about longing.Look in my
face.Soul drunk, body ruined, these twosit helpless in a wrecked wagon.Neither knows how to
fix it.And my heart, I’d say it was morelike a donkey sunk in a mudhole,struggling and miring
deeper.But listen to me: for one moment,quit being sad. Hear blessingsdropping their
blossomsaround you. God.THE NEW RULEIt’s the old rule that drunks have to argueand get
into fights.The lover is just as bad. He falls into a hole.But down in that hole he finds something
shining,worth more than any amount of money or power.Last night the moon came dropping its
clothes in the street.I took it as a sign to start singing,falling up into the bowl of sky.The bowl
breaks. Everywhere is falling everywhere.Nothing else to do.Here’s the new rule: break the
wineglass,and fall toward the glassblower’s breath.This that is tormented and very tired,tortured
with restraints like a madman,this heart. Still you keep breaking the shellto get the taste of its
kernel!1 The Tavern:Whoever Brought Me Here Will Have to Take Me HomeON THE TAVERNIn
the tavern are many wines—the wine of delight in color and form and taste, the wine of the
intellect’s agility, the fine port of stories, and the cabernet of soul singing. Being human means
entering this place where entrancing varieties of desire are served. The grapeskin of ego breaks
and a pouring begins. Fermentation is one of the oldest symbols for human transformation.
When grapes combine their juice and are closed up together for a time in a dark place, the
results are spectacular. This is what lets two drunks meet so that they don’t know who is who.
Pronouns no longer apply in the tavern’s mud-world of excited confusion and half-articulated
wantings.But after some time in the tavern, a point comes, a memory of elsewhere, a longing for



the source, and the drunks must set off from the tavern and begin the return. The Qur’an says,
“We are all returning.” The tavern is a kind of glorious hell that human beings enjoy and suffer
and then push off from in their search for truth. The tavern is a dangerous region where
sometimes disguises are necessary, but never hide your heart, Rumi urges. Keep open there. A
breaking apart, a crying out into the street, begins in the tavern, and the human soul turns to find
its way home.It’s 4 A.M. Nasruddin leaves the tavern and walks the town aimlessly. A policeman
stops him. “Why are you out wandering the streets in the middle of the night?” “Sir,” replies
Nasruddin, “if I knew the answer to that question, I would have been home hours ago!”WHO
SAYS WORDS WITH MY MOUTH?All day I think about it, then at night I say it.Where did I come
from, and what am I supposed to be doing?I have no idea.My soul is from elsewhere, I’m sure of
that,and I intend to end up there.This drunkenness began in some other tavern.When I get back
around to that place,I’ll be completely sober. Meanwhile,I’m like a bird from another continent,
sitting in this aviary.The day is coming when I fly off,but who is it now in my ear who hears my
voice?Who says words with my mouth?Who looks out with my eyes? What is the soul?I cannot
stop asking.If I could taste one sip of an answer,I could break out of this prison for drunks.I didn’t
come here of my own accord, and I can’t leave that way.Whoever brought me here will have to
take me home.This poetry. I never know what I’m going to say.I don’t plan it.When I’m outside the
saying of it,I get very quiet and rarely speak at all.We have a huge barrel of wine, but no
cups.That’s fine with us. Every morningwe glow and in the evening we glow again.They say
there’s no future for us. They’re right.Which is fine with us.A COMMUNITY OF THE SPIRITThere
is a community of the spirit.Join it, and feel the delightof walking in the noisy street,and being the
noise.Drink all your passion,and be a disgrace.Close both eyesto see with the other eye.Open
your hands,if you want to be held.Sit down in this circle.Quit acting like a wolf, and feelthe
shepherd’s love filling you.At night, your beloved wanders.Don’t accept consolations.Close your
mouth against food.Taste the lover’s mouth in yours.You moan, “She left me.” “He left me.”Twenty
more will come.Be empty of worrying.Think of who created thought!Why do you stay in
prisonwhen the door is so wide open?Move outside the tangle of fear-thinking.Live in
silence.Flow down and down in alwayswidening rings of being.There’s a strange frenzy in my
head,of birds flying,each particle circulating on its own.Is the one I love everywhere?Drunks fear
the police,but the police are drunk too.People in this town love them bothlike different chess
pieces.A CHILDREN’S GAMEListen to the poet Sanai,who lived secluded: “Don’t wander out on
the roadin your ecstasy. Sleep in the tavern.”When a drunk strays out to the street,children make
fun of him. He falls down in the mud.He takes any and every road. The children
follow,not knowing the taste of wine, or howhis drunkenness feels. All people on the planetare
children, except for a very few.No one is grown up except those free of desire.God said, “The
world is a play, a children’s game,and you are the children.” God speaks the truth.If you
haven’t left the child’s play,how can you be an adult? Without purity of spirit,if you’re still in the
middle of lust and greedand other warnings, you’re like childrenplaying at sexual intercourse.
They wrestleand rub together, but it’s not sex!The same with the fightings of mankind.It’s a



squabble with play-swords.No purpose, totally futile.Like kids on hobby horses, soldiers claim to
be ridingBoraq, Muhammad’s night-horse, or Duldul, his mule.Your actions mean nothing, the
sex and war that you do.You’re holding part of your pants and prancing around,Dun-da-dun, dun-
da-dun.Don’t wait till you die to see this.Recognize that your imagination and your thinkingand
your sense perception are reed canesthat children cut and pretend are horsies.The knowing of
mystic lovers is different.The empirical, sensory, sciencesare like a donkey loaded with books,or
like the makeup woman’s makeup. It washes off.But if you lift the baggage rightly, it will give
joy.Don’t carry your knowledge-load for some selfish reason.Deny your desires and
willfulness,and a real mount may appear under you.Don’t be satisfied with the name of HU,with
just words about it.Experience that breathing.From books and words come fantasy,and
sometimes, from fantasy comes union.Gone, inner and outer,no moon, no ground or sky.Don’t
hand me another glass of wine.Pour it in my mouth.I’ve lost the way to my mouth.The wine we
really drink is our own blood.Our bodies ferment in these barrels.We give everything for a glass
of this.We give our minds for a sip.THE MANY WINESGod has given us a dark wine so potent
that,drinking it, we leave the two worlds.God has put into the form of hashish a powerto deliver
the taster from self-consciousness.God has made sleep sothat it erases every thought.God
made Majnun love Layla so much thatjust her dog would cause confusion in him.There are
thousands of winesthat can take over our minds.Don’t think all ecstasiesare the same!Jesus was
lost in his love for God.His donkey was drunk with barley.Drink from the presence of saints,not
from those other jars.Every object, every being,is a jar full of delight.Be a connoisseur,and taste
with caution.Any wine will get you high.Judge like a king, and choose the purest,the ones
unadulterated with fear,or some urgency about “what’s needed.”Drink the wine that moves youas
a camel moves when it’s been untied,and is just ambling about.SPECIAL PLATESNotice how
each particle moves.Notice how everyone has just arrived here from a journey.Notice how
each wants a different food.Notice how the stars vanish as the sun comes up, and how all
streams stream toward the ocean.Look at the chefs preparing special plates for everyone,
according to what they need.Look at this cup that can hold the ocean.Look at those who see the
face.Look through Shams’ eyes into the water that is entirely jewels.BURNT KABOBLast
year, I admired wines. This,I’m wandering inside the red world.Last year, I gazed at the fire.This
year I’m burnt kabob.Thirst drove me down to the waterwhere I drank the moon’s reflection.Now I
am a lion staring up totallylost in love with the thing itself.Don’t ask questions about longing.Look
in my face.Soul drunk, body ruined, these twosit helpless in a wrecked wagon.Neither knows
how to fix it.And my heart, I’d say it was morelike a donkey sunk in a mudhole,struggling and
miring deeper.But listen to me: for one moment,quit being sad. Hear blessingsdropping their
blossomsaround you. God.THE NEW RULEIt’s the old rule that drunks have to argueand get
into fights.The lover is just as bad. He falls into a hole.But down in that hole he finds something
shining,worth more than any amount of money or power.Last night the moon came dropping its
clothes in the street.I took it as a sign to start singing,falling up into the bowl of sky.The bowl
breaks. Everywhere is falling everywhere.Nothing else to do.Here’s the new rule: break the



wineglass,and fall toward the glassblower’s breath.This that is tormented and very tired,tortured
with restraints like a madman,this heart. Still you keep breaking the shellto get the taste of its
kernel!2 Bewilderment:I Have Five Things to SayON BEWILDERMENTAt the verge of full fana
(annihilation in God) there seems to be a region of sweet confusion, the sense of being in many
places at once saying multiple sentences. A hazy melting, fragile and nearly blank. Profound
ignorance within which conventional, calm behavior seems insane!Rumi’s poems are not well-
trimmed, Persian miniature gardens. They are more like, as scholar Annemarie Schimmel says,
the paintings in the Turkoman style—full of abrupt movement, odd flowers and bushes, demons
and talking animals.I HAVE FIVE THINGS TO SAYThe wakened lover speaks directly to the
beloved,“You are the sky my spirit circles in,the love inside love, the resurrection-place.Let this
window be your ear.I have lost consciousness many timeswith longing for your listening
silence,and your life-quickening smile.You give attention to the smallest matters,my suspicious
doubts, and to the greatest.You know my coins are counterfeit,but you accept them anyway,my
impudence and my pretending!I have five things to say,five fingers to giveinto your grace.First,
when I was apart from you, this world did not exist, nor any other.Second, whatever I was
looking for was always you.Third, why did I ever learn to count to three?Fourth, my cornfield is
burning!Fifth, this finger stands for Rabia, and this is for someone else. Is there a difference?
Are these words or tears?Is weeping speech?What shall I do, my love?”So he speaks, and
everyone aroundbegins to cry with him, laughing crazily,moaning in the spreading unionof lover
and beloved.This is the true religion. All othersare thrown-away bandages beside it.This is the
sema of slavery and masterydancing together. This is not-being.Neither words, nor any natural
factcan express this.I know these dancers.Day and night I sing their songsin this phenomenal
cage.My soul, don’t try to answer now!Find a friend, and hide.But what can stay hidden?Love’s
secret is always lifting its headout from under the covers,“Here I am!”ACTS OF
HELPLESSNESSHere are the miracle-signs you want: thatyou cry through the night and get up
at dawn, asking,that in the absence of what you ask for your day gets dark,your neck thin as a
spindle, that what you give awayis all you own, that you sacrifice belongings,sleep, health, your
head, that you oftensit down in a fire like aloes wood, and often go outto meet a blade like a
battered helmet.When acts of helplessness become habitual,those are the signs.But you run
back and forth listening for unusual events,peering into the faces of travelers.“Why are you
looking at me like a madman?”I have lost a friend. Please forgive me.Searching like that does
not fail.There will come a rider who holds you close.You faint and gibber. The uninitiated say,
“He’s faking.”How could they know?Water washes over a beached fish, the waterof those signs I
just mentioned.Excuse my wandering.How can one be orderly with this?It’s like counting leaves
in a garden,along with the song-notes of partridges,and crows. Sometimes organizationand
computation become absurd.SALADIN’S BEGGING BOWLOf these two thousand “I” and “We”
people,which am I?Don’t try to keep me from asking!Listen, when I’m this out of control!But don’t
put anything breakable in my way!There is an original inside me.What’s here is a mirror for that,
for you.If you are joyful, I am.If you grieve, or if you’re bitter, or graceful,I take on those



qualities.Like the shadow of a cypress tree in the meadow,like the shadow of a rose, I liveclose
to the rose.If I separated myself from you,I would turn entirely thorn.Every second, I drink
another cup of my own blood-wine.Every instant, I break an empty cup against your door.I reach
out, wanting you to tear me open.Saladin’s generosity lights a candle in my chest.Who am I
then? His empty begging bowl.Late, by myself, in the boat of myself,no light and no land
anywhere,cloudcover thick. I try to stayjust above the surface, yet I’m already underand living
within the ocean.Does sunset sometimes look like the sun’s coming up?Do you know what a
faithful love is like?You’re crying. You say you’ve burned yourself.But can you think of anyone
who’s nothazy with smoke?BE MELTING SNOWTotally conscious, and apropos of nothing, you
come to see me.Is someone here? I ask.The moon. The full moon is inside your house.My
friends and I go running out into the street.I’m in here, comes a voice from the house, but we
aren’t listening.We’re looking up at the sky.My pet nightingale sobs like a drunk in the
garden.Ringdoves scatter with small cries, Where, Where.It’s midnight. The whole neighborhood
is up and outin the street thinking, The cat burglar has come back.The actual thief is there too,
saying out loud,Yes, the cat burglar is somewhere in this crowd.No one pays attention.Lo, I am
with you always means when you look for God,God is in the look of your eyes,in the thought of
looking, nearer to you than your self,or things that have happened to youThere’s no need to go
outside.Be melting snow.Wash yourself of yourself.A white flower grows in the quietness.Let
your tongue become that flower.THE FRAGILE VIALI need a mouth as wide as the skyto say the
nature of a True Person, languageas large as longing.The fragile vial inside me often breaks.No
wonder I go mad and disappear for three daysevery month with the moon.For anyone in love
with you,it’s always these invisible days.I’ve lost the thread of the story I was telling.My elephant
roams his dream of Hindustan again.Narrative, poetics, destroyed, my body,a dissolving, a
return.Friend, I’ve shrunk to a hair trying to say your story.Would you tell mine?I’ve made up so
many love stories.Now I feel fictional.Tell me!The truth is, you are speaking, not me.I am Sinai,
and you are Moses walking there.This poetry is an echo of what you say.A piece of land can’t
speak, or know anything!Or if it can, only within limits.The body is a device to calculatethe
astronomy of the spirit.Look through that astrolabeand become oceanic.Why this distracted talk?
It’s not my fault I rave.You did this.Do you approve of my love-madness?Say yes.What language
will you say it in, Arabic or Persian,or what? Once again, I must be tied up.Bring the curly ropes
of your hair. Now I remember the story.A True Man stares at his old shoesand sheepskin
jacket. Every day he goes upto his attic to look at his work-shoes and worn-out coat.This is his
wisdom, to remember the original clayand not get drunk with ego and arrogance.To visit those
shoes and jacketis praise.The Absolute works with nothing.The workshop, the materialsare what
does not exist.Try and be a sheet of paper with nothing on it.Be a spot of ground where nothing
is growing,where something might be planted,a seed, possibly, from the Absolute.WHERE ARE
WE?An invisible bird flies over,but casts a quick shadow.What is the body? That shadow of a
shadowof your love, that somehow containsthe entire universe.A man sleeps heavily,though
something blazes in him like the sun,like a magnificent fringe sewn up under the hem.He turns



under the covers.Any image is a lie:A clear red stone tastes sweet.You kiss a beautiful mouth,
and a keyturns in the lock of your fear.A spoken sentence sharpens to a fine edge.A mother
dove looks for her nest,asking where, ku? Where, ku?Where the lion lies down.Where any man
or woman goes to cry.Where the sick go when they hope to get well.Where a wind lifts that helps
with winnowing,and, the same moment, sends a ship on its way.Where anyone says Only God Is
Real.Ya Hu! Where beyond where.A bright weaver’s shuttle flashes back and forth,east-west,
Where-are-we? Ma ku? Maku.like the sun saying Where are we?as it weaves with the
asking.The Friend comes into my bodylooking for the center, unableto find it, draws a
blade,strikes anywhere.There is a light seed grain inside.You fill it with yourself, or it dies.I’m
caught in this curling energy! Your hair!Whoever’s calm and sensible is insane!Do you think I
know what I’m doing?That for one breath or half-breath I belong to myself?As much as a pen
knows what it’s writing,or the ball can guess where it’s going next.2 Bewilderment:I Have Five
Things to SayON BEWILDERMENTAt the verge of full fana (annihilation in God) there seems to
be a region of sweet confusion, the sense of being in many places at once saying multiple
sentences. A hazy melting, fragile and nearly blank. Profound ignorance within which
conventional, calm behavior seems insane!Rumi’s poems are not well-trimmed, Persian
miniature gardens. They are more like, as scholar Annemarie Schimmel says, the paintings in
the Turkoman style—full of abrupt movement, odd flowers and bushes, demons and talking
animals.I HAVE FIVE THINGS TO SAYThe wakened lover speaks directly to the beloved,“You
are the sky my spirit circles in,the love inside love, the resurrection-place.Let this window be your
ear.I have lost consciousness many timeswith longing for your listening silence,and your life-
quickening smile.You give attention to the smallest matters,my suspicious doubts, and to the
greatest.You know my coins are counterfeit,but you accept them anyway,my impudence and my
pretending!I have five things to say,five fingers to giveinto your grace.First, when I was apart from
you, this world did not exist, nor any other.Second, whatever I was looking for was always
you.Third, why did I ever learn to count to three?Fourth, my cornfield is burning!Fifth, this finger
stands for Rabia, and this is for someone else. Is there a difference?Are these words or
tears?Is weeping speech?What shall I do, my love?”So he speaks, and everyone aroundbegins
to cry with him, laughing crazily,moaning in the spreading unionof lover and beloved.This is the
true religion. All othersare thrown-away bandages beside it.This is the sema of slavery and
masterydancing together. This is not-being.Neither words, nor any natural factcan express this.I
know these dancers.Day and night I sing their songsin this phenomenal cage.My soul, don’t try
to answer now!Find a friend, and hide.But what can stay hidden?Love’s secret is always lifting its
headout from under the covers,“Here I am!”ACTS OF HELPLESSNESSHere are the miracle-
signs you want: thatyou cry through the night and get up at dawn, asking,that in the absence of
what you ask for your day gets dark,your neck thin as a spindle, that what you give awayis all you
own, that you sacrifice belongings,sleep, health, your head, that you oftensit down in a fire like
aloes wood, and often go outto meet a blade like a battered helmet.When acts of helplessness
become habitual,those are the signs.But you run back and forth listening for unusual



events,peering into the faces of travelers.“Why are you looking at me like a madman?”I have lost
a friend. Please forgive me.Searching like that does not fail.There will come a rider who holds
you close.You faint and gibber. The uninitiated say, “He’s faking.”How could they know?Water
washes over a beached fish, the waterof those signs I just mentioned.Excuse my
wandering.How can one be orderly with this?It’s like counting leaves in a garden,along with the
song-notes of partridges,and crows. Sometimes organizationand computation become
absurd.SALADIN’S BEGGING BOWLOf these two thousand “I” and “We” people,which am I?
Don’t try to keep me from asking!Listen, when I’m this out of control!But don’t put anything
breakable in my way!There is an original inside me.What’s here is a mirror for that, for you.If you
are joyful, I am.If you grieve, or if you’re bitter, or graceful,I take on those qualities.Like the
shadow of a cypress tree in the meadow,like the shadow of a rose, I liveclose to the rose.If I
separated myself from you,I would turn entirely thorn.Every second, I drink another cup of my
own blood-wine.Every instant, I break an empty cup against your door.I reach out, wanting you
to tear me open.Saladin’s generosity lights a candle in my chest.Who am I then? His empty
begging bowl.Late, by myself, in the boat of myself,no light and no land anywhere,cloudcover
thick. I try to stayjust above the surface, yet I’m already underand living within the ocean.Does
sunset sometimes look like the sun’s coming up?Do you know what a faithful love is like?You’re
crying. You say you’ve burned yourself.But can you think of anyone who’s nothazy with smoke?
BE MELTING SNOWTotally conscious, and apropos of nothing, you come to see me.Is
someone here? I ask.The moon. The full moon is inside your house.My friends and I go running
out into the street.I’m in here, comes a voice from the house, but we aren’t listening.We’re
looking up at the sky.My pet nightingale sobs like a drunk in the garden.Ringdoves scatter with
small cries, Where, Where.It’s midnight. The whole neighborhood is up and outin the street
thinking, The cat burglar has come back.The actual thief is there too, saying out loud,Yes, the
cat burglar is somewhere in this crowd.No one pays attention.Lo, I am with you always means
when you look for God,God is in the look of your eyes,in the thought of looking, nearer to you
than your self,or things that have happened to youThere’s no need to go outside.Be melting
snow.Wash yourself of yourself.A white flower grows in the quietness.Let your tongue become
that flower.THE FRAGILE VIALI need a mouth as wide as the skyto say the nature of a True
Person, languageas large as longing.The fragile vial inside me often breaks.No wonder I go mad
and disappear for three daysevery month with the moon.For anyone in love with you,it’s always
these invisible days.I’ve lost the thread of the story I was telling.My elephant roams his dream of
Hindustan again.Narrative, poetics, destroyed, my body,a dissolving, a return.Friend, I’ve shrunk
to a hair trying to say your story.Would you tell mine?I’ve made up so many love stories.Now I
feel fictional.Tell me!The truth is, you are speaking, not me.I am Sinai, and you are Moses
walking there.This poetry is an echo of what you say.A piece of land can’t speak, or know
anything!Or if it can, only within limits.The body is a device to calculatethe astronomy of the
spirit.Look through that astrolabeand become oceanic.Why this distracted talk?It’s not my fault I
rave.You did this.Do you approve of my love-madness?Say yes.What language will you say it in,



Arabic or Persian,or what? Once again, I must be tied up.Bring the curly ropes of your
hair. Now I remember the story.A True Man stares at his old shoesand sheepskin jacket.
Every day he goes upto his attic to look at his work-shoes and worn-out coat.This is his wisdom,
to remember the original clayand not get drunk with ego and arrogance.To visit those shoes and
jacketis praise.The Absolute works with nothing.The workshop, the materialsare what does not
exist.Try and be a sheet of paper with nothing on it.Be a spot of ground where nothing is
growing,where something might be planted,a seed, possibly, from the Absolute.WHERE ARE
WE?An invisible bird flies over,but casts a quick shadow.What is the body? That shadow of a
shadowof your love, that somehow containsthe entire universe.A man sleeps heavily,though
something blazes in him like the sun,like a magnificent fringe sewn up under the hem.He turns
under the covers.Any image is a lie:A clear red stone tastes sweet.You kiss a beautiful mouth,
and a keyturns in the lock of your fear.A spoken sentence sharpens to a fine edge.A mother
dove looks for her nest,asking where, ku? Where, ku?Where the lion lies down.Where any man
or woman goes to cry.Where the sick go when they hope to get well.Where a wind lifts that helps
with winnowing,and, the same moment, sends a ship on its way.Where anyone says Only God Is
Real.Ya Hu! Where beyond where.A bright weaver’s shuttle flashes back and forth,east-west,
Where-are-we? Ma ku? Maku.like the sun saying Where are we?as it weaves with the
asking.The Friend comes into my bodylooking for the center, unableto find it, draws a
blade,strikes anywhere.There is a light seed grain inside.You fill it with yourself, or it dies.I’m
caught in this curling energy! Your hair!Whoever’s calm and sensible is insane!Do you think I
know what I’m doing?That for one breath or half-breath I belong to myself?As much as a pen
knows what it’s writing,or the ball can guess where it’s going next.3 Emptiness and Silence:The
Night AirON SILENCEIn Persian poetry the poet often refers to himself or herself by name at the
end of a poem as a sort of signature. Rumi’s variation on this is to refer instead to Shams (over a
thousand poems end this way) or to silence. He gives the poetry to its true authorship, including
the emptiness after as part of the poem. Five hundred odes conclude with khamush, silence.
Rumi is less interested in language, more attuned to the sources of it. He keeps asking Husam,
“Who’s making this music?” He sometimes gives the wording over to the invisible flute player:
“Let that musician finish this poem.” Words are not important in themselves, but as resonators for
a center. Rumi has a whole theory of language based on the reed flute (ney). Beneath everything
we say, and within each note of the reed flute, lies a nostalgia for the reed bed. Language and
music are possible only because we’re empty, hollow, and separated from the source. All
language is a longing for home. Why is there not a second tonality, he muses, a note in praise of
the craftsman’s skill, which fashioned the bare cylinder into a ney, the intricate human form with
its nine holes?THE REED FLUTE’S SONGListen to the story told by the reed,of being
separated.“Since I was cut from the reedbed,I have made this crying sound.Anyone apart from
someone he lovesunderstands what I say.Anyone pulled from a sourcelongs to go back.At any
gathering I am there,mingling in the laughing and grieving,a friend to each, but fewwill hear the
secrets hiddenwithin the notes. No ears for that.Body flowing out of spirit,spirit up from body: no



concealingthat mixing. But it’s not given usto see the soul. The reed fluteis fire, not wind. Be that
empty.”Hear the love fire tangledin the reed notes, as bewildermentmelts into wine. The reed is a
friendto all who want the fabric tornand drawn away. The reed is hurtand salve combining.
Intimacyand longing for intimacy, onesong. A disastrous surrenderand a fine love, together. The
onewho secretly hears this is senseless.A tongue has one customer, the ear.A sugarcane flute
has such effectbecause it was able to make sugarin the reedbed. The sound it makesis for
everyone. Days full of wanting,let them go by without worryingthat they do. Stay where you
areinside such a pure, hollow note.Every thirst gets satisfied exceptthat of these fish, the
mystics,who swim a vast ocean of gracestill somehow longing for it!No one lives in that
withoutbeing nourished every day.But if someone doesn’t want to hearthe song of the reed
flute,it’s best to cut conversationshort, say good-bye, and leave.A THIRSTY FISHI don’t get tired
of you. Don’t grow wearyof being compassionate toward me!All this thirst equipmentmust surely
be tired of me,the waterjar, the water carrier.I have a thirsty fish in methat can never find
enoughof what it’s thirsty for!Show me the way to the ocean!Break these half-measures,these
small containers.All this fantasyand grief.Let my house be drowned in the wavethat rose last
night out of the courtyardhidden in the center of my chest.Joseph fell like the moon into my
well.The harvest I expected was washed away.But no matter.A fire has risen above my
tombstone hat.I don’t want learning, or dignity,or respectability.I want this music and this
dawnand the warmth of your cheek against mine.The grief-armies assemble,but I’m not going
with them.This is how it always iswhen I finish a poem.A great silence overcomes me,and I
wonder why I ever thoughtto use language.ENOUGH WORDS?How does a part of the world
leave the world?How can wetness leave water?Don’t try to put out a fireby throwing on more fire!
Don’t wash a wound with blood!No matter how fast you run,your shadow more than keeps
up.Sometimes, it’s in front!Only full, overhead sundiminishes your shadow.But that shadow has
been serving you!What hurts you, blesses you.Darkness is your candle.Your boundaries are
your quest.I can explain this, but it would breakthe glass cover on your heart,and there’s no
fixing that.You must have shadow and light source both.Listen, and lay your head under the tree
of awe.When from that tree, feathers and wings sprouton you, be quieter than a dove.Don’t open
your mouth for even a cooooooo.eWhen a frog slips into the water, the snakecannot get it. Then
the frog climbs back outand croaks, and the snake moves toward him again.Even if the frog
learned to hiss, still the snakewould hear through the hiss the informationhe needed, the frog
voice underneath.But if the frog could be completely silent,then the snake would go back to
sleeping,and the frog could reach the barley.The soul lives there in the silent breath.And that
grain of barley is such that,when you put it in the ground,it grows. Are these enough words,or
shall I squeeze more juice from this?Who am I, my friend?THIS WORLD WHICH IS MADE OF
OUR LOVE FOR EMPTINESSPraise to the emptiness that blanks out existence. Existence:this
place made from our love for that emptiness!Yet somehow comes emptiness,this existence
goes.Praise to that happening, over and over!For years I pulled my own existence out of
emptiness.Then one swoop, one swing of the arm,that work is over.Free of who I was, free of



presence, free ofdangerous fear, hope,free of mountainous wanting.The here-and-now
mountain is a tiny piece of a pieceof strawblown off into emptiness.These words I’m saying so
much begin to lose meaning:existence, emptiness, mountain, straw: wordsand what they try to
say sweptout the window, down the slant of the roof.QUIETNESSInside this new love, die.Your
way begins on the other side.Become the sky.Take an axe to the prison wall.Escape.Walk out
like someone suddenly born into color.Do it now.You’re covered with thick cloud.Slide out the
side. Die,and be quiet. Quietness is the surest signthat you’ve died.Your old life was a frantic
runningfrom silence.The speechless full mooncomes out now.SANAISomeone says, Sanai is
dead.No small thing to say.He was not bits of husk,or a puddle that freezes overnight,or a comb
that cracks when you use it,or a pod crushed open on the ground.He was fine powder in a rough
clay dish.He knew what both worlds were worth:A grain of barley.One he slung down, the other
up.The inner soul, that presence of which most know nothing,about which poets are so
ambiguous,he married that one to the beloved.His pure gold wine pours on the thick wine
dregs.They mix and rise and separate againto meet down the road. Dear friend from
Marghaz,who lived in Rayy, in Rum, Kurd from the mountains,each of us returns home.Silk must
not be compared with striped canvas.Be quiet and clear nowlike the final touchpoints of
calligraphy.Your name has been erasedfrom the roaring volume of speech.A JUST-FINISHING
CANDLEA candle is made to become entirely flame.In that annihilating momentit has no
shadow.It is nothing but a tongue of lightdescribing a refuge.3 Emptiness and Silence:The Night
AirON SILENCEIn Persian poetry the poet often refers to himself or herself by name at the end
of a poem as a sort of signature. Rumi’s variation on this is to refer instead to Shams (over a
thousand poems end this way) or to silence. He gives the poetry to its true authorship, including
the emptiness after as part of the poem. Five hundred odes conclude with khamush, silence.
Rumi is less interested in language, more attuned to the sources of it. He keeps asking Husam,
“Who’s making this music?” He sometimes gives the wording over to the invisible flute player:
“Let that musician finish this poem.” Words are not important in themselves, but as resonators for
a center. Rumi has a whole theory of language based on the reed flute (ney). Beneath everything
we say, and within each note of the reed flute, lies a nostalgia for the reed bed. Language and
music are possible only because we’re empty, hollow, and separated from the source. All
language is a longing for home. Why is there not a second tonality, he muses, a note in praise of
the craftsman’s skill, which fashioned the bare cylinder into a ney, the intricate human form with
its nine holes?THE REED FLUTE’S SONGListen to the story told by the reed,of being
separated.“Since I was cut from the reedbed,I have made this crying sound.Anyone apart from
someone he lovesunderstands what I say.Anyone pulled from a sourcelongs to go back.At any
gathering I am there,mingling in the laughing and grieving,a friend to each, but fewwill hear the
secrets hiddenwithin the notes. No ears for that.Body flowing out of spirit,spirit up from body: no
concealingthat mixing. But it’s not given usto see the soul. The reed fluteis fire, not wind. Be that
empty.”Hear the love fire tangledin the reed notes, as bewildermentmelts into wine. The reed is a
friendto all who want the fabric tornand drawn away. The reed is hurtand salve combining.



Intimacyand longing for intimacy, onesong. A disastrous surrenderand a fine love, together. The
onewho secretly hears this is senseless.A tongue has one customer, the ear.A sugarcane flute
has such effectbecause it was able to make sugarin the reedbed. The sound it makesis for
everyone. Days full of wanting,let them go by without worryingthat they do. Stay where you
areinside such a pure, hollow note.Every thirst gets satisfied exceptthat of these fish, the
mystics,who swim a vast ocean of gracestill somehow longing for it!No one lives in that
withoutbeing nourished every day.But if someone doesn’t want to hearthe song of the reed
flute,it’s best to cut conversationshort, say good-bye, and leave.A THIRSTY FISHI don’t get tired
of you. Don’t grow wearyof being compassionate toward me!All this thirst equipmentmust surely
be tired of me,the waterjar, the water carrier.I have a thirsty fish in methat can never find
enoughof what it’s thirsty for!Show me the way to the ocean!Break these half-measures,these
small containers.All this fantasyand grief.Let my house be drowned in the wavethat rose last
night out of the courtyardhidden in the center of my chest.Joseph fell like the moon into my
well.The harvest I expected was washed away.But no matter.A fire has risen above my
tombstone hat.I don’t want learning, or dignity,or respectability.I want this music and this
dawnand the warmth of your cheek against mine.The grief-armies assemble,but I’m not going
with them.This is how it always iswhen I finish a poem.A great silence overcomes me,and I
wonder why I ever thoughtto use language.ENOUGH WORDS?How does a part of the world
leave the world?How can wetness leave water?Don’t try to put out a fireby throwing on more fire!
Don’t wash a wound with blood!No matter how fast you run,your shadow more than keeps
up.Sometimes, it’s in front!Only full, overhead sundiminishes your shadow.But that shadow has
been serving you!What hurts you, blesses you.Darkness is your candle.Your boundaries are
your quest.I can explain this, but it would breakthe glass cover on your heart,and there’s no
fixing that.You must have shadow and light source both.Listen, and lay your head under the tree
of awe.When from that tree, feathers and wings sprouton you, be quieter than a dove.Don’t open
your mouth for even a cooooooo.eWhen a frog slips into the water, the snakecannot get it. Then
the frog climbs back outand croaks, and the snake moves toward him again.Even if the frog
learned to hiss, still the snakewould hear through the hiss the informationhe needed, the frog
voice underneath.But if the frog could be completely silent,then the snake would go back to
sleeping,and the frog could reach the barley.The soul lives there in the silent breath.And that
grain of barley is such that,when you put it in the ground,it grows. Are these enough words,or
shall I squeeze more juice from this?Who am I, my friend?THIS WORLD WHICH IS MADE OF
OUR LOVE FOR EMPTINESSPraise to the emptiness that blanks out existence. Existence:this
place made from our love for that emptiness!Yet somehow comes emptiness,this existence
goes.Praise to that happening, over and over!For years I pulled my own existence out of
emptiness.Then one swoop, one swing of the arm,that work is over.Free of who I was, free of
presence, free ofdangerous fear, hope,free of mountainous wanting.The here-and-now
mountain is a tiny piece of a pieceof strawblown off into emptiness.These words I’m saying so
much begin to lose meaning:existence, emptiness, mountain, straw: wordsand what they try to



say sweptout the window, down the slant of the roof.QUIETNESSInside this new love, die.Your
way begins on the other side.Become the sky.Take an axe to the prison wall.Escape.Walk out
like someone suddenly born into color.Do it now.You’re covered with thick cloud.Slide out the
side. Die,and be quiet. Quietness is the surest signthat you’ve died.Your old life was a frantic
runningfrom silence.The speechless full mooncomes out now.SANAISomeone says, Sanai is
dead.No small thing to say.He was not bits of husk,or a puddle that freezes overnight,or a comb
that cracks when you use it,or a pod crushed open on the ground.He was fine powder in a rough
clay dish.He knew what both worlds were worth:A grain of barley.One he slung down, the other
up.The inner soul, that presence of which most know nothing,about which poets are so
ambiguous,he married that one to the beloved.His pure gold wine pours on the thick wine
dregs.They mix and rise and separate againto meet down the road. Dear friend from
Marghaz,who lived in Rayy, in Rum, Kurd from the mountains,each of us returns home.Silk must
not be compared with striped canvas.Be quiet and clear nowlike the final touchpoints of
calligraphy.Your name has been erasedfrom the roaring volume of speech.A JUST-FINISHING
CANDLEA candle is made to become entirely flame.In that annihilating momentit has no
shadow.It is nothing but a tongue of lightdescribing a refuge.
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philip e foster, “Wonderful book. Buy it elsewhere. Barks, of course, is the “definitive” interpreter
of Rumi for the Western world. This is a great read. However, my copy arrived with a page
creased, undoubtedly from being forced into the shipping box. Like my previous experience
purchasing LPs from Amazon, I am done purchasing books from Amazon because these items
often arrive in less than pristine condition.”

Ian Martin, “Outstanding Mystical Poetry. As one involved in meditation as a path to
enlightenment and quite well read in the subject I greatly enjoyed thisvolume of Rumi's poetry.
As poetry on its own it stands head and shoulders above most poetry written in the English
language. That is saying a lot as English has produced some magnificent works both historically
andcontemporarily. Rumi can easily be compared to Shakespeare in quality although their
subject matter was quite different. Shakespeare of course dealt with egoic human nature while
Rumi is more concerned with the mystical Spirit of all things. For the uninitiated some of the
symbolism may take a while to understand but I think anyone who is considering this volume
would be acquainted with such symbols as a door or a window or even the capital "K" King, or
Friend as compared to friend. Although Rumi is 13th century Muslim many of his references are
to the transcendent figures of Christianity. Many Christians may never have thought of the
symbolic relationship of Jesus and his donkey but Rumi explains it very succinctly. Christianity of
course has its own areas of mystical thought but for the most part have been banned by the
Church as heretical simply because they erase the necessity of intermediaries between man
and God, ie. the power structure of the priesthood. Look to the Gnostic Writings of the early
church to see how similar they are to mystical thinking universally. Some of the words uttered by
Jesusin the Gnostic Gospels might seem quite incomprehensible to our modern, indoctrinated
minds. Of course in mystical thought, of which Rumi is a paramount figure, man's approach to
God is direct. "The Kingdom of Heaven is Within" and " To know one's Self is to know God " are
but two basic examples.Over and above the mystical thinking exemplified in this volume, it is
highly erotic and at times, perhaps mainly to the Western mind, down right hilarious. Imagine a
cook's responses to the objections of the chickpea in being boiled in water. The cook's
responses turn out to be quite reasonable in themselves, not to mention the spiritual
understanding involved.It is no wonder that Rumi is the most read poet in America today (by
children of the '60's?) and it is said that Coleman Bark's translations are much of the reason. I
can not comment on that as I have only begun to read the work of other translators and am yet
unable to intelligently compare and contrast but I will say that the translations of Coleman Bark
have enabled a deep chord to be struck within me by this writer and poet in 13th century Farsi.I
would highly recommend this volume to anyone exploring the Spiritual, as I would also
recommend this volume to anyone who either loves poetry itself or thinks of poetry only as
something to be taken or left. If you are one of the latter it may introduce you to a whole new view



of literary expression. As with most all poetry it does demand time of contemplation to fully grasp
its beauty and meaning. Rumi will always occupy of place of importance in my library, non-fiction
of course.”

Sevval, “Amazing addition to your personal library. It’s been 5 minutes since I got this book and I
am already obsessed with it. I am planning to read small portion of it every night after
meditation.If you’re someone who’s struggling with anxious thoughts or thinking about life being
meaningless this is your sign of meeting Mevlâna Celaleddin-i Rumi.  ”

marjorie davidson, “KEEP NIBBLING. This is THAT BOOK. There is no “that book”.Rumi is like
that. Rich nourishment…but an acquired taste.Meet the Poet half way and he will take you!
MANY BLESSINGS”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent quality translation. Bought the first copy as a gift for my dad.
This copy is for me.  The translation maintains the spirit of Rumi’s words.”

LDub, “Some Meditate, Some Read Devotionals, I read Barks's Rumi. Some people meditate.
Some people read biblical devotionals. Some people attend services from wise leaders of
whatever faith, spirituality, or life's approach they hold. I read Rumi. Raised conservative
Christian, later much more liberal Christian, considered both atheism and agnosticism, rejector
of touchy-feely "spirituality" that teaches me no more than a good bumper sticker or a good
episode of Oprah, ravenous reader about other traditions--Rumi fills my needs without
compromising anything I hold dear or forcing anything I find empty. Reading Rumi brings me
peace, understanding, clarity, goals both concrete and ideal, causes me to think deeply about
the nature of wisdom, the spirit, the relationship of the human to the divine and humans to one
another.Add to this fondness of Rumi the fact that this edition is translated and curated by
Coleman Barks, one of the pre-eminent Rumi translators and scholars and one of the only
whose background is related to poetry and textural analysis along with languages and historical
contextualizing (full disclosure: I know Barks professionally and have admired his work in other
areas as well as this one, but I do not know him well enough to make me predisposed to this text
over another, at least not that I am consciously aware of). I am neither a language expert nor a
Rumi expert, but from other translations I have read, this edition of Barks reflects that scholarly
excellent but adds also the ability to retain the poetry and subjective wisdom of Rumi without a
slavish adherence to word-for-word translation. I often open this text as I eat breakfast, a pencil
in one hand and a cup of coffee or bagel in the other.”

John Mullins, “Outstanding collection of poems. Rumi is a Persian poet (1200's) who transcends
philosophy & religion. Coleman Barks translates as if from inside the spirit of Rumi. I'll let Rumi
speak for himself:Only BreathNot Christian or Jew or Muslim, not Hindu,Buddhist, Sufi or Zen.
Not any religionor cultural system. I am not from the Eastor the West, not out of the ocean or



upfrom the ground, not natural or ethereal, notcomposed of elements at all. I do not exist,am not
an entity in this world or the next,did not descend from Adam and Eve or anyorigin story. My
place is placeless, a traceof the traceless. Neither body or soul.I belong to the beloved, have
seen the twoworlds as one and that one call to and knowfirst, last, outer, inner, only thatbreath
breathing human being.”

Advait, “In Love!. This is my first book on Rumi and just in love with it already! Even the opening
pages! I've shared one of the excerpts from it!”

Rev F, “Lovely book. I'm still waiting to read this - will save it for a holiday when I'm away from
home.  Lovely looking book, and I enjoy the works of Rumi”

Robert Gillies, “Great read.. This expanded edition is well printed and bound. Highly
recommended.”

Charlie Pearson, “Interesting. Perhaps a bit intellectual for me! Good quality book, clear print.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3,588 people have provided feedback.
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